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Abstract
The addition of a trailer to a vehicle significantly changes the dynamics of a single-
vehicle and generates new instability modes including jackknifing and snaking. Under-
standing of the dynamics of these modes leads to the development of more effective control
strategies for improved stability and handling. In addition, vehicle-trailer systems suffer
from the off-tracking problem meaning that the path of the trailer rear end differs from
that of the vehicle front end. Off-tracking makes these vehicles less maneuverable and
increases swept path of the vehicle, especially in urban areas and tight spaces.
Vehicle active safety systems have been extensively developed over the past decades
to improve vehicle handling and assist the driver to keep the vehicle under control in
unfavorable driving situations. Such active safety systems, however, are not well developed
for vehicle-trailer systems specialty to control the above-mentioned instability modes. In
addition to the above active safety systems, off-tracking of vehicle-trailers is another aspect
that is essential in path planning and path tracking of autonomous vehicle-trailers.
In this thesis, first, phase portraits are used to study the non-linear dynamics of the
system through state trajectories and equilibrium point locations of a vehicle-trailer system,
with respect to the inputs and also the loading conditions of the trailer. By the study of
the phase portraits, the foundation of the vehicle-trailer yaw instability is recognized and
a two-dimensional stable region as the stability envelope is defined. This stability envelope
is utilized to prevent unnecessary control interventions while the vehicle is operating in
the safe stability region whereas the controller is allowed to effectively interfere when the
vehicle crosses the stability envelope.
To handle multiple control actions in the vehicle and trailer units, a control structure
with two hierarchical layers is proposed. In the upper layer, a model predictive controller
is formulated as a quadratic optimization problem with a virtual control action for each
degree of freedom of the vehicle dynamic model. In this formulation, the developed stability
envelope is constructed as state constraints along with control action constraints. In the
lower layer, a control allocation approach optimally transforms the virtual control actions
provided by the upper layer into steering and/or braking commands for each wheel. In this
approach, actuator failure in addition to actuator and tire capacity constraints is taken
into account in real-time.
A hybrid A*-based motion planning is developed to generate a trajectory while consid-
ering the trailer effect in terms of stability in high speed and off-tracking in high curvature
paths. The proposed motion planning utilizes a hybrid A* algorithm combined with po-
tential fields to find a feasible and collision-free trajectory for the vehicle-trailer system.
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To assess the performance of the proposed control structure in instability prevention
both in snaking and jackknifing, different simulations are conducted using different con-
trol actions. Additionally, the fault tolerance and robustness of the proposed controller
are investigated. To validate the real-time performance of the proposed control strategy,
experimental tests are performed on a vehicle-trailer system with differential braking ca-
pability. The results show that the proposed control strategy is able to effectively prevent
both instability modes as well as unnecessary engagement of the control action to reduce
control intervention. The performance of the developed motion planning module is also
evaluated for normal driving, obstacle avoidance, off-tracking compensation, and crash
mitigation using high-fidility Carsim model. It is observed that proposed motion planning
is able to effectively satisfy all the expected requirements.
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For providing more freight capacity and reducing fuel consumption, people have been
encouraged to use a second unit attached to the main vehicle especially in North America
[1]. Generally, this system, known as a tractor-trailer, consists of a towing unit and a towed
unit which are connected by an articulation joint. A vehicle-trailer as a specific form of
tractor-trailer systems is the main focus of this thesis. In this case, the towing unit can be
a passenger car or a pickup truck and the towed unit can be a boat, caravan, or any type
of trailer.
1.1 Motivation
Every year, thousands of people are killed and injured in vehicle collisions throughout the
world. Based on Transport Canada’s National Collision Database (NCDB), 1858 motor
vehicle fatalities were reported in 2015 [2]. These accidents have different causes such as
road conditions, high speeds, human distractions, etc.
To reduce the risk of loss of control and improve safety and handling, conventional
road vehicles are equipped with active control systems to assist the driver. These systems
interfere with the vehicle inputs until the undesired vehicle dynamic behavior is corrected.
These active safety features include ABS (Anti-lock Braking System), TCS (Traction Con-
trol System), ESC (Electronic stability control) and ASC (Active Steering Control), etc.
Many studies have shown that these active systems significantly improve the vehicle dy-
namics, especially at high lateral accelerations [3].
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Yet, most of these active safety systems have been developed for single-unit vehicles
and do not consider the effects of any attached unit such as a trailer. In comparison with
a single-unit vehicle, the dynamic behavior of a vehicle-trailer system is more complex.
More precisely, the stability of these type of vehicles is strongly affected by the dynam-
ics of the attached trailer which consequently adds additional instability modes to the
combined dynamic system. Therefore a unified control strategy is required to employ the
available active systems to fulfill vehicle-trailer stability requirements which are essential
for instability prevention of these type of vehicles.
Despite the importance of the number and type of actuators, using each active safety
system without considering the effect of other actuation systems can have a detrimental
effect on the total controlling performance. These systems may fight each other in emer-
gency situations causing the vehicle controller not to perform effectively. This can also be
more dangerous in vehicle-trailer systems because the combined vehicle may experience
contradicting control actions at each unit.
Despite the challenges that multiple control actions might cause, the over-actuated sys-
tems provide an opportunity to improve the vehicle control system in all driving conditions
as each actuation system is usually more effective in certain road and driving conditions.
This can be done by integrating all active safety systems and forming a reconfigurable con-
trol structure. The main challenge of the integration is to first recognize and identify the
foundation of the instabilities in vehicle-trailer systems. A genuine understanding signifi-
cantly boosts the likelihood of designing an appropriate algorithm for efficiently exploiting
control systems in a cooperative way with minimum control intervention that guarantees
the comfort of the passengers.
It is proven that the aforementioned active safety systems can significantly improve
the stability of conventional vehicles. Nonetheless, with the advent of new technologies,
autonomous driving has been proposed as a safer way of driving in the future that can
exploit these safety systems more efficiently [4, 5]. Some of these new technologies are the
Global Positioning System (GPS), by-wire technologies, and other technologies providing
environmental information.
In autonomous vehicles, motion planning is one of the modules that is strongly con-
nected to the control module that affects vehicle stability. This module is utilized to gener-
ate a safe, comfortable, and feasible trajectory considering road regulations, obstacles, and
stability limits for the motion of the vehicle. This generated trajectory is ultimately fed to
the control module for tracking. In this regard, a motion planning module is obliged to con-
sider the limitations of vehicle-trailer systems to provide the aforementioned requirements
of a suitable trajectory. In addition to different dynamic behavior and instability modes,
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due to the longer length of vehicle-trailer systems, these vehicles are less maneuverable in
tight spaces. Off-tracking is the main source of this lack of maneuverability and means
that the rear end of the trailer is not following the path of the vehicle unit. Therefore,
ignoring trailer off-tracking can result in traffic problems and collisions. In conclusion, an
autonomous vehicle-trailer requires a motion planning module that not only takes the sta-
bility limits of the vehicle into account during the planning process but also systematically
considers the off-tracking problem.
1.2 Objectives
For an efficient control strategy with the least control interference, the lateral dynamic
behavior of vehicle-trailer systems needs to be investigated and the essence of the instability
modes is required to be identified. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to analyze
the non-linear behavior of vehicle-trailer systems to recognize the main sources of the yaw
instabilities and find a region in which the vehicle remains stable without any control
intervention. Hereof, an appropriate control strategy can be developed that only enables
the active safety systems when the vehicle is about to leave the stable region. To do so, the
phase plane analysis is conducted to understand the non-linear behavior of a vehicle-trailer
system by plotting its phase portraits in a three-dimensional space for different steering
angles and loading conditions. These phase portraits are studied to discover the behavior
of the equilibrium point and its moving direction to find the margin of instability and the
stable region.
The second objective is to develop a reconfigurable controller for a vehicle-trailer system
that is equipped with different control actions on both vehicle and trailer units. This
reconfigurable controller is expected to ensure the stability of the vehicle-trailer systems in
a wide range of longitudinal velocities and loading conditions. Additionally, the controller
needs to have the minimum intervention while the vehicle is inside a safe and stable region.
This control structure needs to handle different steering and/or braking-based control
actions in a systematic manner without any considerable modifications. As a solution, a
two-layer control structure is presented that can fulfill the above-mentioned requirements.
In the upper layer, a model predictive controller is developed that has the capability
to prevent excessive control actions when the vehicle is inside the stable region. In the
lower layer, the control allocation technique is utilized to optimally employ the available
actuators. This scheme is able to flexibly exploit the actuators and handle actuator failures.
The third objective is to formulate a motion planning module that can consider vehicle-
trailer limitations. The proposed motion planning needs to ensure that the autonomous
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vehicle-trailer does not violate stability limits while it is tracking the provided trajecto-
ries. In addition, it needs to have a structured approach for considering the trailer effect
in sharp maneuvers, when the off-tracking problem might cause a collision. To address
these requirements, in the proposed motion planning approach, the hybrid A* algorithm
is combined with the potential field approach to provide a safe and feasible trajectory.
This approach can not only consider all the vehicle-trailer requirements but also has the
capability to prioritize the obstacles for crash mitigation.
Moreover, the proposed controller strategy and the developed motion planning approach
should be computationally efficient for real-time implementation.
1.3 Outline
In the second chapter of this thesis, first, the background of the vehicle-trailer stability
analysis is studied based on different techniques while key considerations are discussed.
Secondly, different active safety systems are reviewed with emphasis on those which have
been used for articulated vehicles. Then, the literature on motion planning and control
as essential parts of autonomous vehicles are reviewed. Afterward, the envelope control
concept and its background on vehicle control are explored. Lastly, the control allocation
technique and its capabilities are discussed. In the third chapter, a non-linear vehicle-trailer
lateral dynamic model is derived, and based on that an affine bicycle model with the state-
space representation is generated. The lateral stability of vehicle-trailer systems is analyzed
and two different yaw instability modes are characterized. Finally, the phase plane method
is exploited to identify the non-linear behavior of a vehicle-trailer system. Using different
three-dimensional phase portraits, state trajectories are visualized and different instability
modes of vehicle-trailers are analyzed. By drawing a conclusion from the presented phase
portraits, a two-dimensional stability envelope is developed which theoretically guarantees
the vehicle-trailer’s yaw stability regardless of its loading condition.
In the fourth chapter, a reconfigurable control structure is developed with two layers
that generates the optimized control actions and optimally distributes among available
actuators. In the upper layer, a model predictive controller is developed that constraints
the yaw rate and the sideslip angle based on the developed stability envelope and provides
three virtual control actions for each degree of freedom. In the lower layer, the control
allocation technique is formulated to map the virtual control actions of the upper layer into
actuator actions considering actuator/tire constraints and also the friction circle in cases
that both steering and braking are applied to the tire. The performance of the proposed
control structure is assessed in both yaw instability modes, snaking and jackknifing using
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different steering and braking-based control actions and their combinations. Furthermore,
the fault tolerance and the robustness of the controller are investigated. In addition to the
simulations, the proposed stability envelope and the MPC controller are experimentally
examined in different maneuvers and the results are presented.
In the fifth chapter, first, an MPC trajectory tracking model is derived by augmenting
the previously developed affine model with the new state variables required for this task.
The hybrid A* algorithm is combined with the potential field approach to formulate the
motion planner. In the proposed approach local terminals are defined to prevent infeasi-
bility and provide an opportunity for prioritizing the obstacles in order to find the path
with the lowest crash cost. The performance of the motion planning module is examined
through simulations in several scenarios.
Chapter six presents the conclusions of the work and provides suggestions for the con-
tinuation of this project.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Background
This chapter mainly presents a review of the literature on tractor-trailer stability analysis,
active safety systems of tractor-trailer systems, and motion planning for autonomous vehi-
cles. As mentioned, a vehicle-trailer that is a specific form of tractor-trailer vehicles is the
main focus of this thesis. In these type of vehicles, the towing unit can be a passenger car or
a pickup truck and the towed unit can be a boat, caravan or any type of trailer. Although
a commercial tractor-trailer vehicle can be represented by a similar mathematical model,
there are mainly two differences between a commercial tractor-trailer and a vehicle-trailer
combination. Firstly, the mass ratio of the trailer to the towing vehicle that is normally
below one for a vehicle-trailer combination and bigger than 10 for a large commercial vehi-
cle. Secondly, they have a different coupling at the hitch point. Nonetheless, those studies
on commercial vehicles whose control strategies can be used in vehicle-trailer systems are
also reviewed in this chapter.
2.1 Vehicle-Trailer Stability Analysis
In comparison with a single-unit vehicle, the dynamic behavior of a vehicle-trailer system
is more complex. This complexity comes from two main reasons. First, due to the fact
that the stability of this type of vehicle is strongly affected by the dynamics of the attached
trailer, other instability modes are consequently added to the combined dynamic system.
Secondly, the motion of trailers is not predicted by a driver because of the articulation
joint. Hence, the driver’s input is mostly based on the vehicle’s response rather than the
trailer. These two basic reasons have made vehicle-trailer combinations more prone to loss
of control and cause of road accidents.
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Before addressing the problem of stability control, it is beneficial to study the stability
of a vehicle-trailer system. The purpose of stability analysis is to find dynamic conditions
or regions of a vehicle-trailer system in which stability is inherently guaranteed. Basically,
three main motion modes can be identified for a vehicle-trailer system. These modes are
rollover, trailer swing known as snaking, and jackknife. The last two motion modes can
be generally categorized as the yaw instability which is the main focus of this thesis. The
yaw instability has been widely studied in the literature which most predominant ones are
provided in the following paragraphs.
For road vehicles, yaw stability is basically attributed to the cornering force in the
lateral direction produced by tire/road friction at the footprint of a tire known as contact
patch [6, 7]. Generally, the cornering force is affected by various factors including normal
load, tire lateral slip angle, the friction coefficient between tire and road, etc. Assuming
that other factors are fixed under a given maneuver, the cornering force is only a function
of the tire lateral slip angle. In low lateral acceleration maneuvers, the cornering force of
tires is proportional to its lateral slip angle. However, as the lateral acceleration increases,
tires show a nonlinear behavior. Once the tire lateral slip angle reaches a threshold, the
cornering force approaches its maximum possible value and beyond that, the tire saturates.
This saturation may cause the vehicle to lose its yaw or roll stability [8].
Based on the saturated axle, two distinct instability modes are defined including snaking
and jackknife instabilities. If the tires of a trailer saturate, snaking oscillation occurs
causing the trailer to move side to side divergently [6]. The origin of this saturation can be
towing speed, uneven road condition, a gust of wind, inappropriate hitch adjustment, etc.
[1]. On the other hand, if the rear tires of a vehicle saturate, a jackknifing occurs which
means the hitch angle increases divergently without oscillation such that after a critical
limit, drivers may not be able to stabilize the vehicle by steering or braking [6, 9].
From the control point of view, a vehicle-trailer is a system of fourth-order which has two
types of instability including saddle-node bifurcation known as static and Hopf bifurcation
known as dynamic [9, 10, 11]. In the static form of instability, the state variables increase
divergently without oscillation while in the dynamic form, a vehicle experiences divergent
oscillations. Making a connection between the control and the vehicle dynamics point of
view, static and dynamic instabilities cause jack-knife and snaking oscillation respectively.
In this regard, Hac et al. [9] and N Zhang [12] investigated the yaw plane stability
considering the static stability through analysis, simulation, and vehicle testing in different
loading conditions and longitudinal velocities. Based on these studies, the parameters of
the vehicle and the normal load on the hitch point are the only parameters that affect the
static stability. Regardless of the fact that passenger cars are normally designed with a
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positive under-steer gradient, for a vehicle-trailer system, the under-steer coefficient might
even become negative at particular operating points [13]. The authors believe that the
under-steer coefficient may change due to the CG location of a trailer. More precisely, with
the assumption that the cornering stiffness of tires is constant, the under-steer tendency
decreases when the CG location of a trailer is ahead of the trailer axle and increases when
the CG location is behind the trailer axle in comparison with a single-unit vehicle.
The dynamic stability analysis was discussed in [1, 9, 12, 14]. In these studies, plotting
the pole location of lateral dynamic models and the damping coefficient of the vehicle were
used as a function of longitudinal velocity. The results show that for a single-unit vehicle if
the vehicle is under-steer and linear, theoretically, the vehicle remains stable over the entire
range of speed but for a vehicle-trailer system as the speed increases, one of two damping
ratios reduces, and after a specific velocity becomes negative and leads to the instability
of the vehicle-trailer system. In the dynamic stability, the mass of a trailer alone does
not change the stability significantly in comparison with the yaw inertia e.g. the load
distribution [15]. Moving CG location toward the end of a trailer makes the vehicle less
stable due to the damping reduction which contradicts the static stability improvement
[9]. This means the CG location needs to be compromised to cover both the static and
dynamic stability requirements.
As discussed, the yaw instability mostly happens when the tires go beyond their linear
regions and are saturated. Therefore, [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] have conducted different
studies on the nonlinear analysis of single-unit vehicle dynamics. For articulated vehicles,
tire saturation causes large articulation and lateral slip angles which are the main reasons
for the yaw instability and fatal accidents. As a result, the nonlinear analysis of a vehicle-
trailer system can provide a better understanding of its dynamic behavior, especially at
the stability margins.
T. Sun et al. [23] provided a non-linear bifurcation stability analysis of articulated
vehicles based on phase-plane behavior theorem and Lyapunov stability analysis theory.
Also, they designed an active trailer differential braking controller to prevent unstable mo-
tions including yaw and roll instabilities using the fuzzy logic technique. In this research,
the longitudinal velocity, steering angle, and trailer payload are considered varying param-
eters and a 6DOF nonlinear yaw-roll model is used for the analysis. Simulation results
have confirmed the outcomes that have been widely reported in the literature through
linear stability analysis such as the critical speed concept and the rearward amplification
[1, 10, 12, 24].
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2.2 Active Safety Systems
To stabilize tractor/vehicle-trailer systems different actuators have been used in the litera-
ture including differential braking on vehicle/trailer, and active trailer steering. Simulation
and experimental results show that all of these active safety systems can be effective in sta-
bilizing tractor/vehicle-trailers. The most prominent studies are reviewed in the following
paragraphs.
Differential braking, as a form of direct yaw control (DYC), is extremely popular in
vehicles owing to a large corrective yaw moment achieved by this system especially in high
lateral accelerations [25, 26]. This corrective yaw moment allows the vehicle of a vehicle-
trailer system to prevent the snaking instability effectively [9, 27]. But, differential braking
intervention can make the driver uncomfortable. In order to minimize the activation of
braking and increase the safety margin, Y. Zhao et al [28] conducted a study to integrate
active front steering and differential braking due to a smooth intervention of AFS in low
lateral accelerations (the linear region of a tire) and better performance of differential
braking in critical situations (the nonlinear region of a tire) [29]. The proposed slide mode
controller applies a compensated yaw moment to push the vehicle to follow the desired
yaw rate. This controller has two loops. In the inner loop, the steering angle is used
to compensate yaw rate and when the yaw error exceeds a predefined threshold, in the
outer loop, differential braking is engaged. Based on the simulation results, the designed
integrated controller is able to improve the stability of the vehicle-trailer system without an
insignificant drop in the longitudinal velocity. It should be noted that the uniform braking
of the vehicle unit can also be used as an actuator for stability control. But, it not only
requires a large speed reduction to bring the vehicle into the stable region but also creates
a destabilizing moment acting on the trailer which increases the hitch angle [9].
Trailer differential braking is another actuator used to stabilize a vehicle-trailer system.
The main concept of a trailer differential braking controller is to generate a corrective yaw
moment on the trailer unit to align it with the vehicle unit e.g. reducing articulation
angle [6, 30, 31]. T. Sun et al. designed a trailer differential braking controller using
fuzzy logic [23]. The results showed that differential braking on the trailer unit is able to
prevent yaw and roll instabilities effectively. They also proposed that a threshold can be
identified for the actuator activation using the nonlinear stability analysis. M. Fernández
et al. and R. Shamim et al. used different controllers including an error-based controller
and a linear quadratic regulator. They also confirmed that trailer differential braking is
helpful in stabilizing a vehicle-trailer system.
In conventional tractor-trailer vehicles with non-steering trailers, large tire lateral slip
angles produce large lateral forces which can make the path of the trailer rear end deviate
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from that of the tractor front end. This deviation is frequently defined as off-tracking
and is an important measure for the maneuverability of articulated vehicles. By steer-
ing the trailer axle wheels, it is possible to decrease the off-tracking thereby improving
the maneuverability, especially at low speed [24]. Active trailer steering (ATS) is also
able to improve the stability of a tractor-trailer vehicle in high speed through the lateral
acceleration reduction in the trailer [32].
In contrary to non-commercial vehicles, active trailer steering was well developed in
commercial vehicles [32, 33, 34, 35]. A. Odhams et al. [24] established two different strate-
gies for low and high speed. In low speed, a kinematic model is used to reduce off-tracking.
However, in high speed, a dynamic pendulum model as a linear model of a trailer was de-
rived for a PID controller design. The results showed that active trailer steering along with
an appropriate controller is able to reduce the off-tracking as well as stability improvement.
They also developed another controller strategy based on optimal preview control to obtain
the aforementioned requirements with a better performance [36]. To achieve one controller
which improves both low-speed maneuverability and high-speed stability for tractor-trailer
vehicles, K. Kural et al. proposed a new control strategy [37]. This controller uses a gain
scheduling method to provide optimal performance in the desired range of speed. The re-
sults demonstrate both off-tracking and rearward amplification reduction as the indicators
of low and high-speed performances respectively. In non-commercial tractor-trailer vehi-
cles, there are also some limited studies that used different controller strategies to stabilize
a vehicle-trailer system using active trailer steering. They concluded that this actuation
system can also be effective in vehicle-trailer stabilization [6, 30].
2.3 Motion Planning
Over the last few decades, autonomous driving has attracted a lot of attention due to the
advent of new technologies such as advanced driving assistance system (ADAS), which
provide promising steps toward fully autonomous driving, and increasing demand for a
practical solution to minimize the number of road accidents and fatalities accordingly.
There are different control architecture for autonomous vehicle [38, 39, 40], however,
Figure 2.1 is the general structure that was implemented on automated vehicles [41]. In
this structure, first, the vehicle that is equipped with different sensors including LIDARs,
cameras, and radars obtains knowledge about its surroundings. In the perception layer,
the received data is used to detect and classify obstacles, identify the appropriate lane,
and localize the ego vehicle [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. The classified information along with
possible additional data from communication with infrastructure or other vehicles is fed to
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the decision layer. This layer might consist of three different planning modules including
global planning, behavioral planning, and local planning. The global planning module
finds an optimal route from the current point to the destination considering the traffic
flow and road regulations [48, 49, 50]. The behavioral planning module, as the name
suggests, specifies the proper driving behavior and set local goals, for example changing
the lane or stop request [51, 52, 50]. Based on the information from global planning,
behavioral planning, and perception layer, the local planning module, usually called motion
planner, provides a local collision-free trajectory [53, 54, 55, 41]. The control layer tries to
guide the vehicle along the supplied trajectory both laterally and longitudinally and have
appropriate responses to unexpected scenarios such as emergency braking [50, 56]. Finally,
the control layer sends the control commands to the low-level controller (Actuation layer)
to be transformed into actuator commands. Needless to say that, sometimes, some of these
modules and layers are combined and not clearly segregated.
Figure 2.1: General structure for autonomous vehicles [41]
As mentioned, in autonomous vehicles, motion planning is a module that is utilized to
generate a safe, comfortable, feasible trajectory from the current state of the vehicle to
the goal state which is usually provided by a decision-making hierarchy. Also, the planned
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trajectory needs to satisfy some given local, global, and vehicle dynamics constraints,
avoid obstacles whether they are static or dynamic, and consider traffic regulations and
road lanes. Over the last few decades, numerous studies have been done to address these
challenges through proposing various approaches. Generally, the most common motion
planning approaches used in autonomous driving can be divided into four major categories:
interpolating curve planning approaches, sample-based approaches, optimization-based ap-
proaches, and graph search-based approaches.
In interpolating curve planning, in a specific range, a new set of data along with the
reference path is defined which is obstacle free and smooth. There are different techniques
for generating the trajectory and its smoothness including polynomial curves [57, 58, 52],
spline curves [59, 60, 61], and lines and circles [62, 63].
Sample-based approaches randomly sample the environment space to construct a collision-
free path, which is not optimal, from the current state of the vehicle that is described by
its position and the heading to the destination [64, 39]. Rapidly exploring Random Tree
(RRT) and its variants are widely used for path planning in this category [41]. This algo-
rithm grows randomly in a bounded navigation area and among the generated trajectories
the best solution is selected. This process is fast and can also consider non-holonomic
constraints and collision avoidance as the automated driving requirements [10], however,
its performance is not appropriate due to its jerky response [41]. To overcome the limita-
tions of this approach, Lim et. al, integrated this method with an optimization approach.
In the proposed planner, the sample-based approach provides the trajectory tracking by
selecting the optimal one among all available collision-free candidates which are modeled
by a quintic polynomial. Also, for the longitudinal movement, a linear MPC is utilized as
an optimized solution [65].
Recently, optimization-based methods are widely used in automated driving path plan-
ning. The aim of these approaches is to minimize a mathematically formed cost function
[66, 67, 68]. This cost function might be solved by linear or nonlinear programming de-
pending on the complexity of the problem. The solution to this method, contrary to the
previous one, is optimal and can be constrained with respect to environmental and vehi-
cle constraints. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is widely used in the literature as an
optimized motion planning method. The non-linear MPC has a high computation cost
and it is hardly possible to be implemented in real-time [56]. Therefore, this cost func-
tion is simplified to a linear quadratic MPC problem considering a linear dynamic model
along with linear constraints [69, 70]. Also, in [71], Yi et al., and in [72], Gutjahr et al.,
developed MPC-based trajectory planning with collision avoidance capabilities in critical
driving maneuvers and computationally efficient for real-time applications.
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Among optimization-based methods, although the potential field approach is not solely
used as a path planner in automated driving, it is usually integrated with other methods
such as MPC to provide an optimal path [53, 73, 74]. In the potential field, the repulsive
forces and attractive forces are virtually considered on the obstacles and the goal position,
respectively. In this method, the strength of the potential filed prioritized obstacle avoid-
ance and the ultimate path is planned based on the overall potential filed and following
the direction of the steepest gradient. In [54], a path is generated by the potential field
method to avoid obstacles. Then, the planned path is used to formulate a multi-constraint
MPC for providing stability of the vehicle. The same strategy is used by Huang et al.
in [75, 55], however, they use a modified potential field called elaborated resistance for
motion planning. In these papers, MPC has exploited as a path tracking controller due to
its prediction nature and unique capabilities for handling constraints. It is clear that the
motion planning of an autonomous vehicle is nonlinear and non-convex. However, solving
this nonlinear problem is computationally expensive, therefore, Rasekhipour et al. in [53]
proposed an optimal control method that its quadratic cost function includes both poten-
tial fields and an MPC with the vehicle and environmental constraints. In this method,
both trajectory planning and tracking are combined in a unified manner. Although the
research results show that potential field and MPC can be integrated as a motion plan-
ning module, the potential field method suffers from getting stuck in local minima and
oscillatory motion planning when several obstacles exist [76].
In graph search-based approaches, the environment is mapped to a 2D grid (cell), and
the search algorithm visits the different cells and provides the shortest path as a solution
[76, 77]. The most well-known search-based algorithms are the Dijkstra algorithm [78],
state lattice algorithm [3], [4], and A* algorithm. The Dijkstra algorithm is fundamentally
a graph-search based algorithm that finds the shortest path between the current and the
goal locations while visiting different cells [79]. the cost/weight of each cell is usually calcu-
lated based on the length or travel time. This algorithm has been implemented in real time
tested on different autonomous vehicle platforms [80, 81]. This algorithm is not effective
and fast as the size of the problem increases. In the state lattice algorithm, a search is
conducted on a set of lattices which can guide from its current position toward the goal
point, and a path with the lowest cost function is selected [82, 83]. Among these methods,
A* and its variations are more popular than others as it enables a fast node search due
to utilizing heuristic technique [84]. This technique prevents the search algorithm from
visiting unpromising nodes/vertices of a graph and this way the calculation time reduces
significantly [76]. Figure 2.2 compares the A* with Dijkstra algorithms and shows how
the heuristic technique reduces search space significantly. In [85], Ziegler and et al. imple-
mented the A* method to navigate a car-like robot considering its kinematic constraints
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Figure 2.2: The effect of heuristic technique in search improvement [76]
in an unstructured environment for precise parking, narrow turns, and navigation in long
distances. Also, a variation of this algorithm called hybrid A* was also served as a fast path
planner in autonomous vehicles [64, 76]. This variation although follow the same search
algorithm among nodes, a continuous space is searched rather than discrete cells [86, 85].
In all of these studies, only the kinematic models are used and dynamic limitations of the
vehicle are neglected.
As mentioned, One of the most important features of an appropriate motion planner
is feasibility. In other words, the vehicle needs to able to follow the trajectory generated
by the motion planner. In this regard, having an accurate model that is able to predict
the behavior of the vehicle during the planning procedure is crucial. Generally, the ve-
hicle models used in motion planning can be categorized into three main streams: point
mass, kinematic, and dynamics models [56]. In point-mass models, the tire model is not
considered and the vehicle is only considered a particle that can move laterally and longi-
tudinally. The lateral and longitudinal accelerations of the vehicle can be limited by their
corresponding accelerations [55, 87]. Although these bounds might be rather beneficial,
they are not obviously sufficient to predict the complex behavior of a vehicle. Kinematic
models are also used in motion planning [88, 89, 85]. As these models do not consider tie
models, they do not enable an accurate prediction especially at higher speeds or lateral
accelerations as well [90].
The vehicle dynamics are highly non-linear mostly due to the non-linearity of the tires.
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The linear bicycle model, as the most common dynamic model, exploits a linear tire model
and therefore can be easily utilized in control formulations. Although it is a linear model,
it is accurate enough to be used as a prediction model in high-speed driving scenarios
[73, 91, 54]. However, this accuracy degrades as the vehicle enters the non-linear region of
the tries. Therefore, in many studies, the bicycle model is developed using a non-linear tire
model such as brush tire model [69] or Pacejka tire model [92] to establish a more precise
model even in an operating region close to saturation.
In emergency driving scenarios, regardless of the performance level of the autonomous
vehicle, there are some situations in which accident is inevitable as the vehicle operates in
a mixed human-driven traffics. In these cases, the motion planner is expected to respond
properly and find a solution with the lowest crash severity. To this aim, the obstacles
need to be prioritized by an algorithm in which the cost of each trajectory, as a solution
of motion planning, is evaluated [93] and the one with minimum cost is chosen. To ad-
dress this problem, Rasekhipour et al. [53] and Wang et al. [73], proposed an optimal
motion planning approach based on the potential field method that is capable of priori-
tization of the obstacles using different potential fields considering their importance. In
[94], Rasekhipour et al. proposed another strategy for considering obstacle priority or-
der by utilizing lexicographic optimization which regulates the objective functions in a
multi-objective optimization problem based on their priorities. In this approach, the prior-
itization is performed by changing the weights of each constraint in an MPC formulation.
2.4 Envelope Control
Minimizing control intervention has always been one of the challenges for designing con-
trollers due to the fact that excessive control interference might be annoying for the driver.
For example, Smakman in [95], proposed using a reference region rather than a reference
value for yaw rate tracking to minimize the controller’s engagement In this regard, devel-
oping a controller that provides a systematic approach to minimize the control interference
is a promising practice, especially where the control action might be annoying for the pas-
sengers like differential braking. In this situation, the controller is expected to affect the
drive’s command when the vehicle is going to leave the stability region. Thus, both the
passenger’s convenience and the vehicle stability are considered in the control strategy.
The idea of envelope control is originated from the aviation industry by which the pilot
is allowed to control the aircraft without controller intervention but prevented to go beyond
the stable region of the aircraft [97]. If the aircraft is about to leave the stable region the
controller is engaged to prevent it or bring it back to the stable one in case of entering the
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Figure 2.3: Phase portraits of an under-steer single-vehicle [96]
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Figure 2.4: Phase portraits of an over-steer single-vehicle [96]
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unstable region. This is mainly performed by imposing constraints on state variables of
the aircraft such as speed and rotation angles. Recently, this strategy has been extended
to a single-vehicle yaw stability control by Beal et al. [3]. To find this envelope accurately,
the non-linear behavior of the tires should be considered the main source of the non-linear
behavior of vehicles. In this regard, the authors exploited 2D phase portraits of the vehicle
which are able to show the nonlinear behavior of the vehicle, its equilibrium points, and
the stable region known as the region of attraction. In this study, it was observed that
when a single-vehicle is under-steer, there is always a stable equilibrium point that the
stable trajectories converge to, Figure 2.3 and when the vehicle is over-steer the stable
equilibrium point disappears when the steering exceeds a certain value and the vehicle
becomes unstable, Figure 2.4. Based on these observations, they defined bounds on state
variables, sideslip angle and yaw rate, and developed an MPC controller to correct the
driver’s input and keep the vehicle inside the safe envelope. The experimentally validated
results showed that the MPC-based envelope controller was able to keep the vehicle stable
in real-time and was also robust in the presence of disturbances. Envelope control was
also used by Ni et al. [98] on an autonomous vehicle to follow the target path using
control action integration. Similar to the idea presented by Beal, C. Bobier et al. in
[99, 100, 101] suggested a different envelope according to yaw acceleration nullclines and
the maximum steering angle in order to obtain higher possible yaw rates and ensure that
the designed controller does not interfere with vehicle natural stable transient. Later, in
[102], Beal et al. extended 2D phase portraits to 3D ones to reflect the coupled lateral and
longitudinal dynamics by considering longitudinal speed as a new variable. In this study,
they introduced a stable curve called stem that appeared in 3D phase portraits. In [103],
C. Tang and A. Khajepour proposed a stability control strategy for narrow tilting vehicles
using envelope approach. In this strategy, an MPC controller is designed to constraint the
roll angle inside a roll envelope rather than tracking zero to not only keep the vehicle stable
but also provide comfort and prevent excessive control effort.
2.5 Control Allocation
To enhance safety, fault tolerance, actuator sharing, and maneuverability, vehicles might
have redundant actuators or sensors. In addition, in vehicle-trailer systems, since the ve-
hicle unit might tow different trailers equipped with different safety systems, a controller
that can handle different actuator configurations is a necessity. Although this redundancy
increases controller performance and provides a multi-objective control scheme, it leads to
complex control strategies. Also, considering all possible control actions in a unified struc-
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ture drastically increases computation time, especially in MPC. Therefore, a proper control
action coordination technique that is able to address all the aforementioned concerns has
attracted considerable attention.
To practically solve the control action distribution in over-actuated systems, Control
Allocation (CA) has been frequently proposed in the literature in different fields of study
[104, 105, 106]. Mainly, CA is an intermediate level between high-level and low-level con-
trollers that optimally defines the share of each actuator based on their capacity (bounds),
health, and control objective preference [106, 105]. In this structure, to reduce the size
of the problem and accordingly the computation time, usually a virtual control action is
devoted to each degree of freedom that is intended to be controlled [107]. The high-level
controller considers these virtual control actions as the plant control actions and provides
the value for each virtual control action by solving the objective function. Then, CA maps
these virtual control actions to an actuator command vector based on the allocated weights
and actuator bounds [106].
In [108], Wang et al. proposed a new strategy for dynamics control of an over-actuated
vehicle called Coordinated Reconfigurable Vehicle Dynamics Control (CRVDC) to con-
straint combined tire slip angle which is inherently non-linear and also reduces the compu-
tational burden of the optimization solving process. In this strategy, a high-level controller
provides the generalized forces and moments at CG as the virtual control actions, and
then, in the low-level, the lateral and longitudinal forces of the tires are manipulated
through braking/traction/steering forces to track the desired lateral and longitudinal slips.
Kasinathan et al. [26], used a control structure called Holistic Cornering Control (HCC)
originally introduced in [109] that ensures the vehicle stability while following the target
path. Similar to [108], first, the required CG forces and moments are calculated and then
the HCC module optimally distributes those at each corner of the vehicle on each wheel
in the form of lateral and longitudinal forces. Since HCC is fundamentally formulated as
a constrained optimization problem, the minimum and maximum allowable forces for each
tire are also considered. Nahidi et al. [107], followed the same approach to develop a modu-
lar integrated controller for an electric vehicle. In this study, a low-level distributor similar
to the HCC module is exploited to map the CG-based forces and moments supplied by the
high-level controller to a set of commands for the actuators which are electric motors for
each wheel. A similar CA approach in [110] is extended to an autonomous vehicle equipped
with four independent electric motors for each wheel. In this research, an adaptive sliding
mode controller acts as the high-level which provides the steering angle and additional
yaw moment for adjusting yaw moment. The adjusting yaw moment is obtained through
manipulating the longitudinal force of each tire regulated by the CA approach. Tang et al.
proposed an optimal CA for narrow tilting vehicles to supply actuator selection flexibility
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rather than modifying the controller structure entirely [111]. In this control structure,
the high-level controller, which handles rollover stability and control effort, provides the
necessary forces for keeping the vehicle inside the roll envelope, and then, the distributor
optimally transforms them to actuator commands.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, first, the literature on vehicle-trailer stability analysis was reviewed. It was
discussed that two main yaw instability modes are characterized for vehicle-trailer systems,
snaking and jackknifing. A vehicle-trailer system has a tendency to jackknifing where the
CG of the trailer is close to the hitch point and the normal load on the hitch point is
the only parameter that affects it. On the other hand, moving the CG location toward
the end of the trailer reduces the damping coefficient of the combined vehicle and might
make it negative for speeds above a certain value which causes snaking instability. The
reviewed studies were mostly based on linear analysis, however, the non-linear analysis of
these types of vehicles can provide promising control strategies which is the aim of this
research.
In addition, the active safety systems used in tractor/vehicle-trailer stabilization along
with control approaches were explored. Differential braking on the vehicle unit was the
most common method to stabilize the combined vehicle. This control action was also inte-
grated with AFS to prevent its annoying interventions in low lateral accelerations. Trailer
differential braking has also been utilized as an active safety system and it was shown that
this control action is able to make the vehicle stable. Additionally, the application of active
trailer steering on tractor-trailer stabilization was discussed. This control action, however,
is more common on commercial tractor-trailer vehicles to reduce rearward amplification
and off-tracking.
The literature on motion planning was reviewed in four major categories, interpolating
curve planning, sample-based, optimization-based, and graph search-based. In interpolat-
ing curve planning approaches, a set of new paths along with the target path is generated
and one of them is selected. In sample-based approaches, some random paths are gener-
ated and the best solution is chosen. However, its performance is not appropriate due to
its jerky response. Optimization-based techniques have been recently developed to provide
an optimal solution for motion planning problems. These methods are mostly non-linear
and computationally expensive. In this regard, some new techniques have been proposed
to linearize the corresponding cost function to reduce the computation time for real-time
implementations. In graph search-based approaches, the environment is discretized and
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a search algorithm finds the shortest path from the vehicle location to the goal point.
Among these proposed methods, the hybrid A* algorithm has been more popular for au-
tonomous vehicles as it can consider non-holonomic constraints and it is fast enough to be
implemented in real-time. In the reviewed literature on motion planning, the effect of a
trailer and the requirements of a vehicle-trailer system were not considered. In this thesis,
a motion planning module is developed to take the stability and off-tracking concerns of
vehicle-trailer systems into consideration.
In this chapter, envelope control and control allocation were discussed as well. The
idea of the envelope control is that the control action is engaged when the vehicle is about
to leave the stable region to prevent any unnecessary control intervention. This control
methodology has been investigated for single-vehicles and it has been shown that it is
able to effectively prevent instability. To define the stable region, however, the non-linear
behavior of the vehicle needs to be studied. The control allocation technique has been
widely used for systems that are equipped with multiple control actions. This technique is
able to optimally map the required control actions to the available actuators with respect
to given actuator constraints or capabilities.
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Chapter 3
Stability Envelope Development for
Vehicle-Trailer Systems
In this chapter, the stability of a vehicle-trailer system is comprehensively examined us-
ing the linear and phase plane methods which ultimately leads to developing a stability
envelope for vehicle-trailer systems. To this aim, a non-linear planar bicycle model of a
vehicle-trailer system is developed with 3DOF to capture the non-linear lateral dynamic
behavior of the vehicle mainly coming from the tires and large hitch angles. To reduce the
complexity of the equations of motion, the trailer has only one axle. However, if a trailer
has more than one axle, it can be modeled as an equivalent one axle trailer as explained
in [21]. Also, an affine bicycle model is derived based on this non-linear model. The affine
model is utilized for controller design in the next chapter and linear stability analysis later
in this chapter.
3.1 Tire Model
Tires provide the main lateral and longitudinal forces needed for a vehicle to do stable
accelerating, braking, and turning maneuvers. In this regard, the properties of a tire
significantly affect the handling of a vehicle. Providing different safety and handling fea-
tures due to different driving requirements have made a tire a very complicated product.
Therefore, developing a model from this complex product with all the details is not compu-
tationally efficient and consequently cannot be used in real-time applications. As a result,
tire models used in controller designs usually capture only the most important character-
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istics of a tire to prevent computational problems and be accurate enough at the same
time.
The tire model used in this thesis is a brush model, originally presented by Fiala and
modified by Pacejka. This model has been frequently used for model-based controller de-
signs [112, 99, 113]. The brush model utilizes the concepts of force demand and availability
to determine the total available force over the footprint area called the contact patch. The
total available force in the contact patch is limited by the normal load and road friction.
In addition, this model has a special mechanism which is explained later to consider the
effects of lateral-longitudinal force coupling known as combined slip. In general, the total
force on a tire is a vector sum of the lateral and longitudinal force components and must
be less than the total available force as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. This concept is called
friction circle and is defined as
F t =
√
(F x)2 + (F y)2≤µF z (3.1)
where F t is the total available force, F x is the longitudinal force, F y is the lateral force,
F z is the normal load, and µ is the road friction.
𝑭𝒚
𝑭𝒙
Combined tire force limit 𝜇F𝑧
Fx
Fy
Figure 3.1: Combined tire force limits
The lateral tire force using the brush model is parametrized by the linear cornering
stiffness Cα, the normal load Fz, the road friction coefficient µ, and a derating factor
η that is added to reduce the lateral force capability of the tire due to the presence of
23















where αsat is the saturation lateral slip angle of the tire at which the maximum lateral tire












Figure 3.2: Tire models
In this tire model, as presented in Equation (3.2), when the lateral slip angle exceeds
the saturation angle, the lateral force remains unchanged and does not drop like a real tire
(Figure 3.1). This is a reasonable assumption because the controller should prevent the
vehicle from entering the saturation region and the operating point of all axles is forced
to stay in the non-sliding regions. As mentioned, the effect of the combined slip in lateral
force is modeled using a derating factor [70] that is expressed as
η =
√




This technique has a good performance when the total available force is significantly
larger than the longitudinal force. In other words, µF z should be bounded away from zero
which is valid in this thesis.
3.2 Non-Linear Vehicle-Trailer System Model
A vehicle-trailer system consists of a towing unit and a towed unit which are connected at
an articulation joint called hitch point. Figure 3.3 illustrates the free body diagram of a
planar bicycle model of a vehicle-trailer system with 3DOF when the longitudinal velocity
of the vehicle is uxv . For this model the considered degrees of freedom include 1) the lateral
motion of the vehicle 2) the yaw motion of the vehicle and 3) the hitch angle. Also, it is
assumed that the longitudinal velocity is positive, and, the pitch and the body-roll of the
vehicle and the trailer have been neglected. Studies show that these assumptions are valid



































Figure 3.3: Free body diagram of a planar bicycle model for stability analysis of a vehicle-
trailer vehicle
From Newton’s law of dynamics, the non-linear equations of motion for the vehicle-




v(β̇v + rv) = F
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The hitch coupling equations are
uxt = u
x
v cos(γ) + (u
x
vβv − lh1rv) sin(γ) (3.9)




v sin(γ) + (u
x
vβv − lh1rv) cos(γ)
uxt
(3.11)
All parameters mentioned in the above equations are described in Table 3.1. Respec-
tively, F xh and F
y
h are the longitudinal and lateral internal forces of the vehicle and the
trailer in the trailer coordinate. F yi is the lateral force at the i
th axle and the index
i = 1, 2, 3 indicates the axle number. These lateral forces generated by tires at axles are
highly non-linear in nature, especially at high lateral accelerations. Hence, a non-linear
brush model is used to capture this effect for providing sufficient accuracy. Moreover, for
each degree of freedom one virtual control action is assigned to provide a general control
structure, as discussed in Chapter 4, F y, M zv , M
z
t for the lateral motion of the vehicle, the
yaw motion of the vehicle, and the hitch angle, respectively.
The non-linear equations of motion can be written in state space form by eliminating
the internal forces, F xh and F
y
h . This non-linear model is stated by the following equation
ẋ = f(x, F, V ) (3.12)
where x is the state vector with four variables, x = [βv rv γ̇ γ]
T , F is the vector of





T , and V is the vector of virtual control actions,





Table 3.1: Parameter description for the vehicle-trailer bicycle model.
Parameter Description
mv & mt Mass of vehicle & trailer
Izv & I
z
t Yaw inertia of vehicle & trailer
l1 Distance from axle 1 to the CG of vehicle
l2 Distance from axle 2 to the CG of vehicle
lh1 Distance from hitch point to the CG of vehicle
l3 Distance from trailer axle to the CG of trailer
lh2 Distance from hitch point to the CG of trailer
uxv & u
x
t Longitudinal velocity in vehicle & trailer coordinates
uyv & u
y
t Lateral velocity in vehicle & trailer coordinates
rv & rt Yaw rate of vehicle & trailer
βv & βt Sideslip angle of vehicle & trailer
γ & γ̇ Hitch angle& its rate
δ1 & δ2 & δ3 Steering angle of first & second & third axle
Tv & Tt Track width of vehicle & trailer
3.2.1 Affine Bicycle Model
It is known that at higher lateral accelerations the linear tire model does not provide
enough accuracy to predict the lateral behavior of the vehicle. Thus, to preserve both the
non-linearity of the tires (direct consideration of the tire saturation) and to prevent the
model complexity, the tire model is linearized at each time step about the operating lateral
slip angle. This process is demonstrated in Figure 3.4 and expressed as
F y = C̄α(α− ᾱ) + f y(ᾱ) (3.13)
The equations of motion of the affine bicycle model are developed using the non-linear
model with small angle assumption (small γ and δ). In addition, the lateral force F yi is
expressed by the linearized tire model. To obtain the lateral force of each axle, the lateral






Figure 3.4: Linearizing tire model around lateral slip angle operating point















where α1, α2, α3 represent the lateral slip angle of axles 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As a
result






+ C̄α1ᾱ1 + f
y(ᾱ1) (3.17)






+ C̄α2ᾱ2 + f
y(ᾱ2) (3.18)
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+ C̄α3ᾱ3 + f
y(ᾱ3) (3.19)
Eliminating F yh from Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8), using Equation (3.7), and then
substitution of Equations (3.10) and (3.11), and the above lateral forces into these equa-
tions, yields a set of differential equations that can be written in a state-space form as
ẋ = M−1(Ax+ B1V + w), y = Cx (3.20)
where

















Matrices M, A, B1, B2, C,F, and L are defined in Appendix A.1.
3.3 Stability Analysis
In this section, the lateral stability of the vehicle-trailer system is evaluated using the
characteristic equation. For a vehicle-trailer system, two bifurcations can be distinguished
including saddle-node bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation. In the saddle-node bifurcation,
known as static instability mode, one real eigenvalue goes to the right-hand side of the
s-plane (see Figure 3.5-(a)). In this condition, the state variables of the system, like yaw
rate, increases divergently without oscillation from its original equilibrium position shown
in Figure 3.5-(b). From the vehicle dynamics point of view, this type of instability is called
jackknife and happens when the rear tires of the vehicle saturate and are not able to provide
enough lateral force. This saturation may happen due to high normal loads or applying
torque for accelerating or braking while cornering. However, in the Hopf bifurcation which
is also called dynamic instability mode, a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues passes the
imaginary axis of the s-plane (see Figure 3.5-(c)). As a result, the damping ratio of the
dynamic system becomes negative and this system starts to oscillate divergently [12], [23],
similar to the snaking mode, as Figure 3.5-(d) shows. In a vehicle-trailer system, when the
rear tires of the trailer saturate it starts to oscillate, and if the vehicle unit resonates this
















Figure 3.5: Different instability modes, (a) saddle-node bifurcation (b) continuous diver-
gence (c) Hopf bifurcation (d) oscillatory motion
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As there are two different instability modes for this kind of vehicle, we need an indicator
to categorize these modes. Therefore, two common methods including the characteristic
equation and the damping ratio of the system are used to identify them. Regarding the
characteristic equation, a system is stable when all roots of the characteristic polynomial
have negative real parts. For the vehicle-trailer model presented in the previous section
(assuming linear tire, C̄ᾱ=0 = Cα, f




2 + c3λ+ c4 = 0 (3.22)
The ci is the coefficient of the characteristic equation which has been introduced in
[10]. Based on the results of a study conducted by M. Luijten [114], the vehicle-trailer
system becomes unstable in jackknife mode when the biggest coefficient c4 is negative and
the longitudinal velocity exceeds the critical value. Also, snaking instability mode happens





























The under-steer coefficient is defined as a function of the cornering stiffness of tires
and the normal load of axles. Based on this concept, if the coefficient is negative and the
speed exceeds the critical value, a single-unit vehicle becomes unstable. Adding a trailer
significantly modifies the under-steer coefficient of the vehicle unit due to normal load
changes [9]. The modified (combined) under-steer coefficient of the vehicle kcus and the






































Form Equation (3.28), it can be concluded that if kcus becomes negative and speed exceeds
the critical value, the mode of instability is jackknife. For snaking mode investigation,
the Hurwitz determinants cannot be evaluated conveniently due to the multiplication of
the coefficients. Therefore, an alternative numerical solution is proposed according to the
damping ratio of the system ζ [9, 30]. In this method, a negative damping ratio shows
that the system is unstable in snaking mode and a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues





where s1,2 = σ ± jω is a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues. Table 3.2 summarizes
how the instability modes are characterized. It is concluded that when the under-steer
coefficient of the vehicle unit is negative (positive) the vehicle-trailer system is more prone
to jackknife (snaking).
Table 3.2: Characterization of the instability modes
Jackknife instability Snaking instability





v ζ < 0
3.3.1 A Trailer as a Pendulum
As pointed out, the linear stability analysis of a vehicle-trailer system shows that two
different yaw instability modes can be characterized, jackknifing also known as saddle-node
bifurcation, and snaking also called Hopf bifurcation. Most studies mainly considered a
vehicle-trailer system as a single-dynamic system. However, knowing how a trailer is
affected by a vehicle unit is more useful in understanding the proposed controller design
strategy than considering the vehicle as a whole dynamic system. Assuming a trailer as a








Figure 3.6: Trailer pendulum model.
u, it can be simply modeled as a pendulum (Fig. 3.6) [24], which is excited by a vehicle
unit with an equivalent lateral velocity, v, at the hitch point.
With small hitch angle and linear tire model (F y = Cαα) assumptions, the equation of
motion for this model is as follows
Izt γ̈ = −Cαα(l3 + lh2) + lh2mtv̇




The lateral slip angle of the trailer axle is expressed as
α = γ +
(l3 + lh2)γ̇ − v
u
(3.31)
Substituting Equation (3.31) into Equation (3.30) and then taking Laplace transform of














where Cα, Γ(s), and V (s) are the cornering stiffness of the tire, Laplace transform of γ and
v, respectively.
Based on the Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion, this transfer function is BIBO stable,
which means as long as the equivalent lateral velocity from the vehicle is bounded, the
hitch angle remains bounded. It can be concluded that if the vehicle is kept in the stable
region, the vehicle-trailer system will be stable. This conclusion is used for deciphering
the phase portraits of the vehicle-trailer system in the following section, and chiefly for the
controller design.
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3.3.2 Phase Plane Analysis of Vehicle-Trailer System
As mentioned, for single-vehicles, a two-dimensional stable region can be found using phase
plane analysis of a vehicle lateral dynamic model that considers the non-linear behavior
of tires. To do so, phase portraits of the lateral dynamic for different fixed input values,
which are usually steering angles and longitudinal velocity, are plotted, and the type and
the movement of the equilibrium point are examined, assuming all other model parameters,
like road friction, are constant. These portraits graphically depict state trajectories that
give an insight into how to utilize active control systems to manipulate vehicle dynamic
responses and to prevent instability.
The same procedure can also be conducted for vehicle-trailer systems; however, there
are two main challenges. First, the lateral dynamics of this type of vehicle has four state
variables, x = [βv rv γ̇ γ]
T , which cannot be plotted in a three-dimensional phase
portrait. To solve this, in the this thesis, the phase portraits are plotted for three degrees
of freedom (i.e., βv, rv, and γ), while γ̇ is set to zero for the initial conditions; afterward,
the effect of γ̇ is generally investigated for a better perception of the dynamic behavior of
the vehicle-trailer system. Secondly, unlike in a single-vehicle, which mostly has a constant
mass and yaw inertia, a specific vehicle unit may tow different trailers with different loading
conditions. This can make a vehicle-trailer system vulnerable to both aforementioned yaw
instability modes (snaking and jackknifing). Hence, after analyzing the trailer without a
payload, it is studied under two different loading conditions that are expected to excite
jackknifing and snaking modes. For the phase plane analysis, the non-linear model derived
in Section 3.2 is used, however, the control actions are neglected (V = 03×1) and the steering
angle of the front axle is the only input of the model. Table 3.3 lists the parameters of the
non-linear vehicle-trailer model derived in Section 3.2.
Table 3.3: Corresponding values for nonlinear-vehicle parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
mv [kg] 2270 mt [kg] 601
Izv [kg.m
2] 4605 Izt [kg.m
2] 1894
l1 [m] 1.42 l3 [m] 0.77
l2 [m] 1.44 lh2 [m] 2.23
lh1 [m] 2.58
Unloaded trailer and the steering effect: Steering angle is the main contributing
factor in shaping the phase portraits rather than road friction and longitudinal velocity [99].
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Table 3.4: Maximum absolute values and grid sizes of initial condition vector component.
Component Max.Abs. Value Grid Value
β [deg] 30 30
r [deg/s] 40 20
γ [deg] 30 30
To this end, the first set of phase portraits is plotted based on the steering angle input δ,
which takes constant values of 0, 7, and 9 deg. Also, the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle
uxv and the road friction µ are set to 40 kph and 0.8, respectively. The maximum absolute
value of each axis and its grid size are defined in a reasonable range for clarity by reducing
the number of trajectories, as presented in Table 3.4. For further clarification, the initial
condition of stable and unstable trajectories, and stable equilibrium points are plotted
with blue circles, red circles, and a red filled diamond markers, respectively. In addition,
since the direction of the trajectories might not be visually discernible in three-dimensional
portraits, stable trajectories are shown by blue solid lines and when a trajectory exceeds
the borders/limits defined in Table 3.4, the simulation is stopped and also the trajectories
are colored and styled differently. In detail, if a trajectory goes beyond the sideslip angle,
yaw rate, and hitch angle boundaries, it is shown by a red thick solid line, red dashed line,
and red line with plus sign markers, respectively.
From Figure 3.7, and Figure 3.8, as with a single-vehicle [96] a favorable region called
stable region (containing the blue trajectories) and an unfavorable region called unstable
region (containing the red trajectories) can still be distinguished around the equilibrium
point. In the stable region, the vehicle tires have enough lateral force to maintain the
asymptotically stable equilibrium and the vehicle’s behavior can be reasonably predicted
by the driver. However, in the unstable region, the vehicle cannot be controlled due to tire
saturation and shows large sideslip angles in which the vehicle skids sideways and/or large
yaw rates in which the vehicle spins out. These figures also show the movement of the
asymptotically stable equilibrium point and the trajectories for different steering angles.
The stable equilibrium of the vehicle-trailer system moves toward larger positive yaw rates
and negative hitch angles as the steering angle is increased (blue stars in Figure 3.9). At a
9 degree steering angle input (see Figure 3.9), when the vehicle enters the unstable region,
all three state variables continually grow and most of them follow a tail-like stem. All
three state trajectories then continually grow in a specific direction. Regardless of those
trajectories that follow the stem, other trajectories (the trajectories starting from points
A, B, C, and D) quickly grow in the hitch angle direction compared to the other directions.
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Figure 3.7: Phase portraits for unloaded trailer, δ = 0 deg
Payload Steering effect for jackknifing and snaking: The loading condition of
a trailer may significantly affect the dynamic behavior of its vehicle-trailer system. Thus,
in this subsection, two different loading conditions are examined, one of which excites
snaking and the other jackknifing. More specifically, a payload is located on the trailer
with a distance of 1 and 3 meters from the hitch point, on the longitudinal axis, to initiate
jackknifing and snaking, respectively. The mass of the payload and its yaw inertia are 500
kg and 500 kg.m2, respectively.
Basically, putting a payload close to the hitch point enhances over-steer tendencies and
makes a vehicle prone to jackknifing (saddle-node bifurcation) in which the hitch angle
increases divergently without oscillation. While, in snaking instability (Hopf bifurcation),
the hitch angle of a vehicle-trailer system shows oscillatory behavior.
Figure 3.10, and Figure 3.11 show the vehicle-trailer system when it is vulnerable to
jackknifing for a 5 and 7 degree of steering angle input. The results demonstrate that
adding the payload makes the vehicle less stable as it becomes unstable at a 7 degree of


















































Figure 3.9: Phase portraits for unloaded trailer, δ = 9 deg
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that the trajectories do not show oscillatory behavior near the equilibrium point compared
to the unloaded trailer, a finding compatible with jackknifing as described. Even though
the overall instability form of the vehicle-trailer system is similar to that of the unloaded























Figure 3.10: Phase portraits when vehicle-trailer is vulnerable to jackknifing, δ = 5 deg
Figure 3.12 demonstrates the trajectories of the vehicle-trailer system when it is prone to
snaking instability. Figure 3.14, a magnified form of Figure 3.13 in the β−r plane, confirms
a severe oscillatory behavior as a sign of snaking vulnerability and Hopf bifurcation. This
behavior in a single-vehicle indicates under-steering and stability [96]. However, this is not
valid for a vehicle-trailer system because this asymptotically stable equilibrium point may
turn into an unstable one, if the steering angle exceeds a certain value and subsequently,
the vehicle becomes unstable, as illustrated in this figure. When 7 deg of the steering angle
input is applied, from Figures 3.13 and 3.14, it is noticeable that some trajectories that
converge to the asymptotically stable equilibrium point at 5 deg of steering angle input
(green trajectories) are unstable now. They move toward the stable equilibrium but enters
the unstable region with a growing sideslip angle and yaw rate. It can be shown that this
behavior fundamentally comes from the effect of γ̇.






































































Figure 3.13: Phase portraits when vehicle-trailer is vulnerable to snaking, δ = 7 deg






























Figure 3.15: Phase portraits when vehicle-trailer is vulnerable to snaking, δ = 7.5 deg























Figure 3.16: Trajectory comparison.
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ated from two different initial conditions, introduced in Fig. 3.13 as point E (trajectory E)
and F (trajectory F). These two points have the same hitch angle and sideslip angle; point
F has a greater yaw rate than point E. This figure shows that the hitch angle rate of tra-
jectory F goes up to an absolute value of 50 deg/s after 1.5 seconds when it is approaching
the equilibrium point. Then, this extreme hitch angle rate is reduced significantly after
about 0.5 second but since the yaw rate of the vehicle increases drastically up to 35 deg/s,
the vehicle is not able to return toward the stable equilibrium point and finally becomes
unstable. From this comparison, it is perceived that this extreme hitch angle rate is able
to repel the trajectory from the stable equilibrium point and make the vehicle unstable
when the vehicle is close to the stability margin. However, this only happens if the vehicle
enters a region in which its yaw rate and sideslip angle continually grow (see lower left
and upper right figures). Also, it should be noted that in the steady-state (e.g. ẋ = 0)
hitch angle rate is zero which means if the vehicle remains stable hitch angle rate finally
converges to zero.
Generally, the phase plane analysis provided in this section reveals that if the trajec-
tories enter a certain area in the β − r plane, they show persistent progress in yaw rate
and sideslip angle and/or show quick growth in hitch angle for those started from large
sideslip and yaw rates. This indicates that the stability boundary of a vehicle-trailer system
essentially depends on the vehicle state variables. In other words, when the vehicle is kept
in the stable region, a vehicle-trailer system remains stable as it was predicted by the linear
analysis presented in Section 3.3.1.
Stability envelope for the vehicle-trailer system: The phase portraits presented
in the previous section demonstrate that the state trajectories for different loading condi-
tions enter the unstable region when the yaw rate and sideslip angle of the vehicle grow
significantly when the steering angle exceeds a certain limit. Although it is observed that
some trajectories quickly go up in the hitch angle direction, those are initialized from high
sideslip angles and yaw rates. As a result, it is concluded that appropriately bounding the
sideslip angle and yaw rate, without considering hitch angle and its rate, allows the active
safety system to prevent the vehicle from entering the unstable region. Thus, the main
objective of this section is to define an enclosed stable region called stability envelope by
the state variables of the vehicle, the sideslip angle and yaw rate. Inside the defined en-
velope, there should exist an asymptotically stable equilibrium point to which the vehicle
state trajectory converges. Stability control systems are expected to prevent the vehicle
from leaving this stability envelope and also bring it back inside in case of any disturbance.
Needless to say, a large hitch angle is not a stability concern and the hitch angle rate is
implicitly controlled by keeping the vehicle inside the envelope because it finally converges
to zero at the stable equilibrium point.
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When the vehicle is stable, state trajectories converge to the asymptotically stable
equilibrium point which is the steady-state of the vehicle response. Therefore, to define
the stability envelope, first, the maximum steady-state yaw rate needs to be found. In this
regard, the vehicle equations of motion at the steady-state, β̇v = 0, ṙv = 0, γ̈ = 0, and
γ̇ = 0, are obtained by eliminating the hitch point forces in (3.5) and (3.6) using (3.7) to




























where rssv and γ
ss are the steady-state yaw rate and hitch angle, respectively. Using these
two equations, the steady-state yaw rate can be define as a function of first and second



















As mentioned, based on the loading condition of the vehicle, one of the vehicle axles
reaches its maximum capacity first. Besides, the maximum yaw rate of the vehicle is
basically limited by the maximum available lateral force of the axles [3, 115]. Thus, two




















where F y.max1 and F
y.max
2 are the maximum lateral force of the first axle and the second
axle, respectively, and γss.max is the maximum steady-state hitch angle while the vehicle
remains stable. γss.max is approximately defined using Equation (3.31) by replacing the
lateral velocity of the hitch point v with its maximum value while the vehicle remains











Based on different loading conditions of the trailer, each of these lateral forces may
saturate first. In this regard, the yaw rate boundary of the stability envelope is defined as
the minimum of these two yaw rates, as presented in Equation (3.41), to make sure that








As described, some initial conditions with high sideslip angles, no matter what the
value of yaw rate is, cause unstable trajectories. Therefore, this state variable should also
be restricted for keeping the vehicle stable. As Beal et al. described in [116] for a single-
vehicle, the slip angle at the second axle as a linear combination of yaw rate and sideslip
angle, expressed in Equation (3.15), can be bounded rather than the sideslip angle. The
main reason is that at low speeds where the vehicle may reach large sideslip angles, without
losing stability, the slip angle of the rear axle remains small. Here, the same approach is
utilized for bounding the sideslip angle of the vehicle. Applying these bounds results in a
stable region inside a parallelogram as illustrated in Fig. 3.17.
Two-dimensional phase portraits are once again plotted at the maximum allowable
steering angle while the vehicle remains stable to make sure that the defined stability
envelope satisfies all the discussed loading conditions.To maintain the vehicle stable, the
controller needs to keep the vehicle inside the stable region or bring it back if it is out-
side. To prevent undamped or unstable behavior, there should be an asymptotically stable
equilibrium point inside the boundary of the stability envelope (stable region) for all of
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Figure 3.17: 2D stability envelope.
the mentioned situations. By this strategy, it is theoretically guaranteed that the vehicle
state trajectory converges to that stable equilibrium point (i.e., the vehicle stays stable) if
active control systems are able to prevent the vehicle from entering the unstable region.
Figure 3.18 confirms that the defined stability envelope accurately encloses a region with
a stable equilibrium point inside for all the loading conditions so that there is no stable
equilibrium point beyond its boundaries when δ is slightly increased. It should be noted
that the bounds change in each of these situations due to the different loading conditions
as stated in Equations (3.37) and (3.38). In all of these figures, γ and γ̇ are set equal to
zero in all initial conditions.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, first, a non-linear vehicle-trailer bicycle model was developed using a brush
tire model to comprehensively examine their non-linear behavior. The brush tire model
was linearized at each time step at its operating point to convert the non-linear vehicle
model to an affine model. This model is utilized as the prediction model in the MPC
controller developed in Chapter 4.
The stability of a vehicle-trailer system was analyzed using a linear model derived
based on the affine model. This linear analysis characterized the instability modes of
vehicle-trailer systems. To solely understand the dynamic behavior of a trailer excited by
a vehicle unit, the trailer was also modeled as a pendulum. This study showed that a
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(a) Unloaded, δ = 7.7 deg (b) Unloaded, δ = 7.8


































(c) Jackknifing, δ = 6.1 deg (d) Jackknifing, δ = 6.2 deg


































(e) Snaking, δ = 7.2 deg (f) Snaking, δ = 7.3 deg
Figure 3.18: Equilibrium point at the stability margin
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trailer remains stable if the equivalent lateral velocity at the hitch point generated by the
vehicle is bounded. This is a conclusion that was leveraged to explain the phase portraits
of the vehicle.
Using the derived non-linear vehicle-trailer system model, the phase portraits of the
lateral dynamic for different steering inputs were depicted in a three-dimensional space
using the sideslip angle and the yaw rate of the vehicle and hitch angle. This process was
repeated for two different loading conditions by which the vehicle was made vulnerable to
snaking and jackknifing. Those plots showed that two clearly-separated sub-spaces can be
found in that 3D space, a stable region and an unstable one. It was also observed that
as the steering angle increases, the asymptotically stable equilibrium point moves toward
higher yaw rates, and at a specific steering angle that equilibrium point disappears and
the trajectories grow continually, i.e., the vehicle becomes unstable. To find an enclosed
area that always contains an asymptotically stable equilibrium point that the trajectories
can converge to, the equations of motion at the equilibrium point were obtained which led
to a parallelogram-shape stable area in the β − r plane called stability envelope.
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Chapter 4
Development of a Reconfigurable
Vehicle-Trailer Control System
In this chapter, a reconfigurable control structure is developed that considers both vehicle
and trailer dynamics. This controller is expected to keep the vehicle inside the stability
envelope defined in Chapter 3, with minimum intervention, in wide loading and longitudinal
velocity ranges. To make the controller applicable to any vehicle and trailer, it will be
reconfigurable for any combination of actuation system in the vehicle and trailer. To this
aim, a two-layer hierarchical control structure is developed. The upper layer is an MPC
controller that utilizes the affine bicycle model developed in Chapter 3 to predict the future
vehicle state variables. Having this prediction model and the reference values, a quadratic
performance index is formed based on the weighted tracking error and three penalized
virtual control actions that are devoted to the three degrees of freedom. Then, the optimal
solution of this index is obtained according to the control action and state constraints.
Finally, the optimized solution is distributed among the available actuators by the lower
layer, which uses an optimization process called Control Allocation (CA) technique at each
time step (see Figure 4.1). This low-level module, the major component in the proposed
control structure, is able to constraint combined longitudinal and lateral forces so as not
to exceed the friction circle limit, in addition to the actuators’ capacity.
4.1 Upper Layer, Model Predictive Control
As explained, the designed controller is expected to avoid the undesirable dynamic behav-































Figure 4.1: The structure of the proposed controller
in high lateral acceleration maneuvers in which the tires are in the non-linear region. Thus,
the intended controller should be capable of covering the aforementioned non-linearity as
well as bounding state variables. A model predictive controller provides some capabilities
by which the requirements of interest are met [4, 69, 115, 117, 107]. First, an MPC is able
to predict the dynamic behavior of the system and it can also be extended to affine models
in which the non-linearity of tires can be considered. Furthermore, it has the capability of
applying constraints to both inputs and outputs in addition to the quadratic performance
index. These constraints are able to prevent the vehicle from losing controllability and
stability due to tire saturation. According to the above-mentioned advantages, in this
thesis, MPC will be used as the control method. The general control scheme of the MPC
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is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In this technique, first, a discretized model is made from the
continuous model to formulate a prediction model. Then, at each time step, the behavior
of the system is predicted for a finite prediction time, known as the prediction horizon,
using the current state of the system and the prediction model. With the knowledge of the
desired future outputs, a certain number of control actions, known as the control horizon,
for this finite horizon are obtained such that the objective performance index becomes
minimized. Only the first control action (or the first set of control actions when there is
more than one input) is applied and all other inputs are discarded. This concept, identified
as a receding horizon, is a key feature of the MPC approach. Obtaining a new set of state
variables at the next time step, the whole process is repeated, and a new control action
is determined. The aforementioned procedure including the desired response, constraints,
prediction model derivation, and the performance index definition, are described in the
following sections.




For the stability control of the vehicle-trailer system, the desired yaw rate of the vehicle,
rdes, is needed. The controller uses this desired value to correct the behavior of the vehicle.
In this controller, the driver’s intent is inferred by the final yaw rate of the developed affine
model, r∗, without a trailer, with respect to the applied steering angle over the prediction
horizon. It is assumed that the steering angle remains constant over the prediction horizon
and the control action is zero. This response is exploited as the desired output rather than
the steady-state value of a linear bicycle model. Hence, the controller does not force the
vehicle to follow a linear dynamic response that does not match with the real dynamic
behavior, especially at the handling limit.Thus there is less controller intervention, and
the driver is provided with the same vehicle response that would occur if a trailer was not
attached. To prevent instability, this desired yaw rate is limited by the yaw rate of the
stability envelope as follows:
rdes = sign(r
∗)min(|r∗| , |rmaxv |) (4.1)
4.1.2 Constraints
As pointed out, constraints are one of the most important features of MPC controllers.
These constraints are applied in the MPC controller in the form of upper and lower bounds.
In fact, the maximum capacity of each control action provided by the controller is con-
strained as well as its rate based on the remaining capacity of tires and the capability of
the actuator. These two sets of constraint are stated in Equations (4.2) and (4.3).
V min(k) ≤ V (k) ≤ V max(k) (4.2)
|∆V (k)| ≤ ∆V max (4.3)
where k is the kth prediction time, V min and V max are the minimum and the maximum
compensatory control action, respectively. Also, ∆V max is the maximum compensatory
control action rate that can be defined based on the actuator capacity.
V min and V max are fundamentally limited based on the remaining capacity of the tires.
For each tire, the available lateral force, F y.max, and longitudinal force, F x.max,can be




(µF z)2 − (f y(ᾱ))2 (4.4)
F y.max =
√
(µF z)2 − (F x.cur)2 (4.5)
In the above equations, the current lateral force f y(ᾱ) is obtained using the Tire Model
block shown in Figure 4.3 which exploits the brush tire model as explained. If the braking
torque applied by the driver on each wheel, the longitudinal force applied by the controller,
and the effective radius of the tire are denoted by q, F x.c, and reff , respectively, the current




+ F x.c (4.6)
Having F y.max and F x.max for each tire, the components of the upper bound vector











T are obtained as









F y.minv = −F y.maxv (4.8)
M z.maxv =
(
























where subscripts fl, fr, rl, rr, l, and r denote front left, front right, rear left, and rear
right wheels of the vehicle and left and right wheels of the trailer, respectively.
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In addition, the stability envelope is applied through the state constraints to prevent the
vehicle from leaving the envelope due to disturbance or model uncertainties and expressed
as follows














In the above equation, ξ is a non-negative slack variable of the kth prediction time which is
used to make the stability envelope a soft constraint. In the optimization formulation, this
variable is also considered in the performance index and minimized regarding the assigned
weight. This technique allows the optimization problem to find a solution even if the
constraints are violated and try to bring back the vehicle inside the envelope.
4.1.3 Performance Index
In this section, the performance index is derived to express the MPC controller as an
optimization problem. To this aim, first, a discrete model is needed for the prediction
model. The discretization method utilized in this thesis is Zero Order Hold (ZOH) which
is commonly used in the literature. In this method, the assumption is that the input of
the system remains constant over the time step which is valid as the time step is not large.
Having the discrete model, if the optimization goal is to minimize the error between the
predicted outputs y(k) and the desired outputs yd(k), then a quadratic cost function JMPC
can be formulated over a finite number of horizon hp and a finite number of control action
and its increment CH as follows:















Constraints ∀k = 1, ..., hp
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where the matrices Q ≥ 0, R > 0, S > 0, and E > 0 are weighting matrices that reflect
the relative importance of the tracking errors, the control actions and their rates, and the
slack variables correspondingly.
The predicted outputs can be expressed in terms of the current state of the system at
time k and the future control actions. For the affine bicycle model used in the stability
control, the predicted future output is expressed as
Y (k) = Ψx(k) + ΓV (k − 1) + Φ∆V(k) + Λwd (4.14)
Initial condition matrix Ψ ∈ Rpi×4, current control action matrix Γ ∈ Rpi×3, control action
increment matrix Φ ∈ Rpi×3j, affine matrix Λ ∈ Rpi×4, and control actions increment vector
∆V(k) ∈ R3j×1 are defined in Appendix A.2. In the defined matrices, i, j, and p, are the
number of prediction horizon, control horizon, and affine model output size, respectively.
In this case, Y (k) is a vector containing the predicted outputs over the prediction horizon,
x(k) is the current system state (measured and/or estimated), and V (k − 1) is the last
applied set of control actions. Now, the cost function is rewritten as







where Yd(k) and V(k) are vectors containing all the desired outputs and control actions
over the prediction horizon, respectively, and Q̄, R̄ and S̄ are defined as follows
Q̄ = diag(Q), R̄ = diag(R), S̄ = diag(S) (4.16)
Now let
S = Yd(k)−Ψx(k)− ΓV (k − 1)−Λwd (4.17)
Substituting Y (k), and Yd(k) into Equation (4.15) using Equations (4.14) and (4.17), aug-
menting ∆V(k) with slack variables ξ by creating a new vector ∆V∗(k) = [V T ξT ]T , and
then expanding and rearranging, the final expression of the cost function is rewritten as
JMPC(k) = ∆V∗TH∗∆V∗ + ∆V∗TF∗ + Constant (4.18)
where
H∗ = diag(H, 0p×p), H = Φ
T Q̄Φ + R̄ + S̄ (4.19)
F∗ = [FT ET ]T , F = 2
(








and the remaining constants are lumped into Constant.
Having H∗ and F∗, the quadratic cost function (Equation 4.18) can be solved for the
optimal control action increments with respect to the defined bounds as follows
∆V∗opt = argmin JMPC
s.t.
V min(k) ≤ V (k) ≤ V max(k) ∀k
|∆V (k)| ≤ ∆V max ∀k
Cenv |x(k)| ≤ xenv + ξ ∀k
(4.21)
In this thesis, in both MATLAB/Simulink simulations and real-time implementations,
qpOASES solver [119] solves Equation 4.21. After solving the cost function for the optimal
increment of the control actions, the first set of result ∆V ∗opt(k) is added to the applied
control actions in the previous time step V (k − 1), see Equation (4.22). Then, the result
is fed to the distribution module for the optimal distribution among available actuators.
V (k) = V (k − 1) + ∆V ∗opt(k) (4.22)
4.2 Lower Layer, Optimized Distribution
As discussed, in the proposed control structure, the virtual control actions provided by the
upper layer MPC need to be distributed optimally between available/preferred actuators.
This technique that is called control allocation is usually employed to cope with over
actuated systems for safety, reliability, or even comfort purposes. In this thesis, the active
safety systems that are considered to be the actuators are Vehicle Differential Braking
(VDB), Trailer Differential Braking (TDB), Active Front Steering (AFS), Active Rear
Steering (ARS), and Active Trailer Steering (ATS).
In VDB and TDB, the corrective longitudinal force of the each tire is considered to be








l , and ∆F
x
r . These correc-
tive longitudinal forces are transformed to braking torques using Equation (4.6) and then
applied to each wheel. Each steering angle, however, is obtained from the summation of
the current lateral force of each axle (F yi ) and the lateral force correction, ∆F
y
i calculated
by the low-level distribution module. Then, this force is transformed to its corresponding
lateral slip angle as the desired angle using the tire model introduced in Section 3.1. By
using the desired lateral slip angle, the required steering angle is obtained using Equations
(3.14)-(3.14) depending on the axle number.
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The relationship between the virtual control actions and aforementioned actuators with
small angle assumption can be written as
F y = ∆F y1 + ∆F
y
2 (4.23)




2 l2 + 0.5
(
∆F xfr + ∆F
x
rr −∆F xfl −∆F xrl
)
Tv (4.24)
M zt = −∆F
y
3 l3 + 0.5 (∆F
x
r −∆F xl )Tt (4.25)
The virtual control actions can be mapped to the actuator commands using the above
equations thorough a mapping matrix, Avu, called control effective matrix as follows
V =
 F yM zv
M zt
 = AvuU (4.26)
where U is the actuator command vector that contains all considered active safety systems.























 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0l1 −l2 0 −0.5Tv 0.5Tv −0.5Tv 0.5Tv 0 0
0 0 −l3 0 0 0 0 −0.5Tt 0.5Tt
 (4.28)
As Equations (4.23)-(4.25) present, the lateral and longitudinal corrective forces are
applied on each tire, simultaneously. Therefore, the friction circle limit needs to be con-
sidered to prevent any possible tire saturation. CA is generally is an optimization problem
and has a convex quadratic formulation with linear constraint capability. As a low-level
distribution method, this single step optimization process offers not only imposing lower
and upper bound for each real control action but also considering the friction circle limit
for each tire. The constraints regarding the friction circle limit are nonlinear but convex.
Therefore, it should be linearized to be used as linear constraints in the CA formulation.




Combined tire force limit 𝜇F𝑧
Fx
Fy
Approximated tire force limit
Figure 4.3: Approximated friction circle limit by an octagon
The actuators’ limits with respect to their health and status can be considered by
defining lower bound Umin and upper bound Umax on the actuator command vector. If
these actuators are healthy, they are only bounded by the tire capacity using Equations








































Umin = −Umax (4.31)
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Having the control effective matrix, the actuator capacity constraints, and the friction
circle constraints, CA can be formulated. In the CA, the aim of the optimization is to map
the virtual control actions to the actuator commands with respect to the defined weights
and considering actuator and tire limitations as linear constraints as follows
Uopt = argmin
(





Umin ≤ U ≤ Umax
linearized
√
(F x)2 + (F y)2 ≤ µF z
(4.32)
where the matrices Wvu > 0 and Wu ≥ 0 are the weighting matrices that regulate the
error between the virtual control actions and the actuator commands and penalize the
effort of the actuator commands, respectively. G ≥ 0 is also a weighting matrix that can
be utilized to define the relative importance of the actuators. This might also be useful for
actuator prioritization in which the most effective actuator in a certain operating condition
is mainly exploited.
4.3 Simulation and Experimental Results
In this section, to assess the performance of the proposed control structure and the effec-
tiveness of the stability envelope developed in this chapter and Section 3.3, a comprehensive
simulation/experiment-based study is conducted using different control actions and their
integrations as follows
• Active front steering, AFS
• Active rear steering, ARS
• Active trailer steering, ATS
• Vehicle differential braking, VDB
• Trailer differential braking, TDB
• Integrated vehicle differential braking and active rear steering, VDB+ARS
• Integrated vehicle differential braking and trailer differential braking, VDB+TDB
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Table 4.1: Corresponding values for the vehicle parameters used in simulations
Parameter Value Parameter Value





2] 4605 l3 [m] 0.2
l1 [m] 1.42 lh2 [m] 2.60
l2 [m] 1.44 Cα1 [N/rad] 94748
lh1 [m] 2.58 Cα2 [N/rad] 103235
mt [kg] 700 Cα3 [N/rad] 104160
4.3.1 Simulation Results
For the simulations, the controller is implemented in MATLAB and a high-fidelity and
experimentally validated CarSim model [120] provided by General Motors car company is
used to represent the vehicle dynamics. In this configuration, CarSim receives the steering




v from driver and provides the feedback signals
required for the controller module such as the vehicle longitudinal velocity uxv , sideslip angle




v, hitch angle γ and its rate γ̇. The properties of
the vehicle and the trailer used in simulations are presented in Table 4.1.
To excite the yaw instability modes, snaking and Jackknifing, two different maneuvers
are chosen: double lane change and Sharp cornering, respectively. In both maneuvers, the
initial speed of the vehicle and road friction are set equal to 50 kph and 0.9, correspondingly.
The given trailer is inherently vulnerable to snaking as its CG is located near the axle of
the trailer. However, as mentioned, the vehicle turns more into jackknifing instability as
the trailer CG becomes closer to the hitch point. Thus, to excite this instability mode, a
trailer payload is added near the hitch point.
Table 4.2 presents the hyper-parameters of the MPC controller and the control allo-
cation. The time step, the number of prediction horizon, and the control horizon for the
MPC controller are set equal to 10 ms, 15, and 154, respectively. The step time is the
sampling time of the control unit hardware (dSpace Micro AutoBox II) which is used for
the experimental validation and considered a common value that the control unit of newly
manufactured vehicles utilizes. The number of prediction horizon and control horizon are
chosen carefully to prevent excessive computational burden while the accuracy and the
performance of the controller are not affected noticeably. It is notable that to disable an
actuator in the control allocation module, its lower and upper bounds are both set equal
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to zero.
Table 4.2: Hyper-parameters of the MPC controller for stability control-Simulation
Parameter Description Value
T Time step 0.01
hp Number of prediction horizon 15
hc Number of control horizon 15
Q Reference tracking weight 100
R Control effort increment weight diag([1e−3, 4e−4, 1e−5])
S Control effort weight diag([1e−3, 4e−7, 1e−5])
E Envelope weight 1e3
W vu CA tracking weight diag([10, 100, 10])
W u CA control effort weight diag([10, 10, 1, 100× 16×1])
G CA actuator importance weight I9×9
∆V max Maximum control effort increment –
∆V min Minimum control effort increment –
Snaking - steering-based control actions: As discussed, a double lane change
maneuver is performed to excite snaking instability. The initial speed of the vehicle is 50
kph and the driver applies the steering angle shown in 4.5-c. Also, the throttle is set to
keep the vehicle’s speed constant before starting the maneuver. The vehicle response is
compared when the controller is switched on and off in Figure 4.4 where the steering-based
control actions including AFS, ARS, and ATS are individually leveraged. In this maneuver,
when the controller is disabled, hitch angle drastically increases as Figure 4.5-b illustrates
and the vehicle goes beyond the stability margin and becomes unstable, Figures 4.4-a and
4.4-b.
As Figure 4.4 demonstrates, it is realized that both AFS and ARS can not only effec-
tively prevent the vehicle from leaving the yaw rate bound of the stability envelope but
also provide an acceptable yaw rate tracking. As explained, the main objective of the con-
troller is that to avoid control intervention when the vehicle is in the stable region which
is clearly noticeable in the results. For example, in Figures 4.4-a and 4.4-c, the vehicle is
going to leave the yaw rate bound at t = 4.4s, thus, the controller is engaged at t = 4.3s to
correct the yaw rate of the vehicle, see Figure 4.5-a. Then, when the vehicle goes back to
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the envelope at about t = 4.8s, the controller quickly drops the controller action to zero.
The side bounds of the stability envelope are expected to limit the lateral slip angle of
the second axle. This figure confirms that the controller is able to keep this angle inside
the stability envelope. Needless to say, ARS utilizes the steering angle of the second axle,
i.e., its lateral force, to modify the vehicle’s behavior. Therefore, the lateral slip angle of
the second axle in ARS reaches its limit compared to AFS, Figure 4.4-b and 4.4-d. Figure
4.5-c shows that the vehicle speed drop is about 5 and 8 kph over this maneuver for AFS
and ARS, respectively.
Contrary to AFS and ARS, ATS is able to keep neither yaw rate nor the slip angle
inside the stability bounds. The main reason is that at the time when the snaking is
triggered, the hitch angle significantly increases in a short period of time and subsequently,
the trailer tires quickly saturate as Figures 4.5-a and 4.5-d show. Due to this saturation,
ATS cannot correct the vehicle response and keep it stable. It is important to note that
the maximum allowable steering angle of the trailer is defined to be 20 degrees.
Snaking - braking-based control actions: The effectiveness of the Vehicle and
trailer differential braking control actions are compared in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. As Figure
4.6 indicates, both control actions are successfully engaged to stabilize the vehicle and keep
it inside the stability envelope. Nevertheless, there is a substantial difference in the braking
torques applied by VDB and TDB, Figure 4.7-a. As Figure 4.7-c illustrates, larger braking
torques applied by VDB considerably drops the vehicle speed (up to 23 kph) compared
to TDB. These control actions mainly intervene when the vehicle is about to overpass
the stability bound, Figure 4.7-a. Although the braking torques in VDB drop significantly
when the vehicle goes back to the stability envelope, similar to TDB, they gradually return
to zero.
Jackknifing - steering-based control actions: To trigger jackknifing in which
vehicle yaw rate and hitch angle increase divergently without oscillation, an 800 kg trailer
payload with 800 kg.m2 yaw inertia is located at a distance of 1.8 m from the hitch point.
The candidate maneuver used to stimulate this instability mode is a cornering maneuver
in which a steering angle of 11◦ is applied within 0.5 s, kept there for 2.5 s, and finally
returns to zero in 0.5 s (Figure 4.9-c). This steering angle sharply moves the vehicle toward
high lateral accelerations which makes the vehicle unstable. In this maneuver When the
controller is switched off, the yaw rate and the lateral slip angle of the second axle rapidly
exceed the stability limits as Figures 4.8-a and 4.8-b present and subsequently hitch angle
grows persistently.
As shown in Figure 4.8, AFS and ARS are able to make the vehicle stable, unlike
ATS. AFS keeps the lateral slip angle considerably below its stability bound and brings
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(e) ATS (f) ATS
Figure 4.4: Performance of the controller with the steering-based control actions in the
double lane change maneuver
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 Trailer Axle Bound
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Performance of the controller with the steering-based control actions in the
double lane change maneuver
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(a) VDB (b) VDB
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(c) TDB (d) TDB
Figure 4.6: Performance of the controller with the braking-based control actions in the
double lane change maneuver
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the controller with the braking-based control actions in the
double lane change maneuver
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(e) ATS (f) ATS
Figure 4.8: Performance of the controller with the steering-based control actions in the
cornering maneuver
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the controller with the steering-based control actions in the
cornering maneuver
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back the yaw rate inside the stable region, although, it shows oscillatory behavior at the
beginning. Contrary to AFS, ARS effectively prevents the yaw rate from leaving the
stability margin and provides better yaw rate tracking without oscillations. In addition,
as discussed, the lateral slip angle in ARS reaches its limit to provide the required lateral
force for stabilization, Figure 4.8-d. Figure 4.9-b shows that hitch angle is kept in a small
range as the vehicle remains stable.
Similar to snaking instability, ATS fails to make the vehicle stable. Although it hampers
the continuous yaw rate growth, Figure 4.8-e, it is not able to bring it back to the stable
region. Moreover, the lateral slip angle keeps increasing which eventually makes the vehicle
unstable, however, in this case, the vehicle remains stable since the steering is not applied
for a long time.
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(c) TDB (d) TDB
Figure 4.10: Performance of the controller with the braking-based control actions in the
cornering maneuver
Jackknifing - braking-based control actions : Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the
simulation results of the cornering maneuver where the control actions are VDB and TDB.
In this maneuver, VDB can stabilize the vehicle and prevents large yaw rates and lateral
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slip angles illustrated in Figures 4.10-a and 4.10-b. However, unlike snaking mode, TDB is
not able to retain stability for a long time. At the beginning of the maneuver, TDB is able
to stop the growth of yaw rate and lateral slip angle but after about t = 6s both yaw rate
and the angle start to increase. As Figure 4.11-d indicates, the primary reason is that at the
beginning, t < 5s, the trailer tires have enough capacity to provide the required corrective
yaw moment, however, as trailer lateral acceleration goes up, this capacity reduces, the
vehicle becomes unstable, and the hitch angle drastically increases, Figure 4.11-b.












































































































































Figure 4.11: Performance of the controller with the braking-based control actions in the
cornering maneuver
Control action integration : As explained, the proposed controller structure is ex-
pected to consider different control action configurations. In this regard, the controller per-
formance is required to be investigated where different control actions are simultaneously
operational. In this section, two different configurations are studied, first, a scenario in
which the vehicle unit is equipped with one steering-based control action and one braking-
based control action. In this situation, the tire capacity needs to be distributed among the
actuators while preventing excessive demands. Second, each unit has a separate control
action and they are combined to provide more effective/reliable stability control.
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For the former case, the vehicle is equipped with VDB and ARS and the integration
is evaluated in the snaking scenario discussed previously. The result of this simulation
is presented in Figure 4.12 and compared with that of VDB. It can be seen that this
integration has clearly improved the performance of VDB. Neither yaw rate nor lateral slip
angle noticeably pass the stability bounds, Figures 4.12-a and 4.12-b, and also the speed
drop in VDB which is about 23 kph is reduced to 10 kph in the integration case. For the
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Figure 4.12: Performance of the controller with integrated VDB and ARS control actions
in the double lane change maneuver
second scenario, the vehicle and the trailer units are equipped with differential braking, i.e.,
VDB and TDB, respectively. Figure 4.13 shows the result of the snaking maneuver that is
chosen to assess the performance of the aforementioned integration. This integration does
not show any tangible improvement compared to VDB only, however, the vehicle velocity
drops less than VDB case, as Figure 4.13-d demonstrates, since the applied braking torques
has been slightly decreased compared to VDB only, Figure 4.13-c.
Fault tolerance and robustness : One of the main advantages of the control al-
location technique is that it can distribute the required forces and moments only among
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the controller with integrated VDB and TDB control actions
in the double lane change maneuver
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the operational actuators as their availability is updated in real-time at each time step.
To evaluate the performance of the controller when an actuator fails, the same snaking
maneuver is performed where the control action is VDB. However, at t = 5s the braking
actuator of the front-right (FR) wheel suddenly stops working meaning that the brake
torque applied by this actuator is zero. To adjust the controller to the situation in which
an actuator does not operate, its upper and lower limits in the controller allocation are set
equal to zero not to be considered in the optimization process. The result of this simulation
is shown and compared with the normal VDB in Figure 4.14. The results indicate that
although the controller performance slightly degrades, the controller is able to keep the
vehicle stable. Since the maximum corrective moment decreases in the case of failure, the
yaw rate stays beyond its stability margin for a longer time, Figure 4.14-a and also the
lateral slip angle overpasses its bound Figure 4.14-b.
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Figure 4.14: Performance of the controller with VDB control action in the double lane
change maneuver when actuator failure occurs
Although the performance of model-based controllers mainly depends on the accuracy
of the model, they need to handle the model uncertainty to a reasonable extent. This is
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more important in vehicle trailers, as the estimated parameters of the trailer might not
be adequately accurate, unlike the vehicle unit, or might have some variations owing to
the payload. To assess the tolerance level of the designed controller, the mass and the
yaw inertia of the trailer are increased about 30% while the original values in the model
are kept unchanged. Besides, the trailer CG location is moved toward the rear end of the
trailer for 20 cm. In this scenario, the actual trailer is heavier than the one used as the
model in the MPC and the vehicle is more prone to snaking compared to the original trailer
which makes it more challenging to stabilize. As Figure 4.15 shows, the performance of
the controller is undermined as expected. Nonetheless, the controller is able to bring back
the vehicle inside the stability envelope even though the lateral slip angle goes beyond its
limit moderately.
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Figure 4.15: Performance of the controller with VDB control action in the double lane
change maneuver where the estimated properties of the trailer are not accurate
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Figure 4.16: The electric all-wheel-drive Chevrolet Equinox vehicle and the trailer attached
4.3.2 Experimental Results
To validate the proposed envelope controller presented in Section 3.3, experimental tests
are conducted on a vehicle trailer in which the control action is VDB. The test vehicle is
an all-wheel-drive electric vehicle Chevrolet Equinox attached to a research trailer (Fig-
ure 4.16). The vehicle is equipped with independent brake modules on each wheel that
provide differential braking capability. The structure of the experimental setup is shown
in Figure 4.17, in which the MPC controller and the qpOASES are implemented in the
Simulink environment, and then compiled on dSPACE MicroAutoBox. The MicroAutoBox
communicates with the sensors and the actuators through CAN bus. The vehicle lateral
acceleration and the vehicle yaw rate are provided by the vehicle IMU; the vehicle lateral
and longitudinal velocities are received from a 6-axis GPS (RT2500). The hitch angle
and its rate are measured with a magnetic field induced sensor which is used as a vehicle
suspension height measuring device.
Table 4.3 presents the main parameters of the vehicle-trailer system used in the exper-
imental tests. Note that those values presented as the cornering stiffness of the tires, e.g.,
Cα1, Cα2, and Cα3, are calculated when the trailer is not attached to the vehicle and there
is no payload on the trailer. The hyper-parameters of the MPC controller are presented
in Table 4.4. The time step, the number of prediction horizon, and control horizon for
the MPC controller are set equal to 10 ms, 15, and 15, respectively. Since VDB is the





















Figure 4.17: Experimental setup network
virtual control action and the rest are disabled by setting their lower and upper bounds as
zero. Also, the distribution between the first and the second axles is performed based on
their remaining capacity which is implemented using matrix G which defines the relative
importance of the actuators.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the response of the vehicle without the controller in the acceler-
ating slalom maneuver on a dry road (µ = 0.9). The applied steering angle and vehicle’s
longitudinal velocity are shown in Figure 4.18-d. As Figure 4.18-a presents, the yaw rate
of the vehicle increases divergently as the speed increases, as expected. After t ≈ 9.3 s,
Table 4.3: Corresponding values for baseline-vehicle parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value





2] 4605 l3 [m] 0
l1 [m] 1.42 lh2 [m] 1.80
l2 [m] 1.44 Cα1 [N/rad] 94748
lh1 [m] 2.58 Cα2 [N/rad] 103235
mt [kg] 755 Cα3 [N/rad] 56108
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Table 4.4: Hyper-parameters of the MPC controller for stability control-Experimental
Parameter Description Value
T Time step 0.01
hp Number of prediction horizon 15
hc Number of control horizon 15
Q Reference tracking weight 50
R Control effort increment weight diag([−−, 5e−4,−−])
S Control effort weight diag([−−, 1e−6,−−])
E Slack weight 1e3
∆M z.maxv Maximum control effort increment 200
∆M z.minv Minimum control effort increment -200
the yaw rate reaches its stability bound, and at t ≈ 11.3 s goes beyond this limit; conse-
quently, the hitch angle starts to increase divergently indicating the initiation of snaking
instability, and finally reaches 60 degrees, Figure 4.18-c. However, the driver reduces the
steering angle as well as longitudinal velocity to keep the vehicle under control. This figure
also shows that the vehicle yaw rate bounds are carefully defined, and the vehicle should
be prevented from passing this limit. In this maneuver, the lateral slip angle of the second
axle also grows as the vehicle’s yaw rate increases.
This maneuver is repeated with the controller switched on. This time, as Figure 4.19
demonstrates, the maneuver is continued for a longer time to prove that the controller
is able to steadily keep the vehicle inside the stability envelope. However, due to the
effect of differential braking in speed reduction, the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity does not
exceed 42 kph during the maneuver, Figure 4.19-e. In Figure 4.19-a, the yaw rate of the
vehicle appropriately follows the desired rate, especially when the vehicle is in the safe
region and away from the yaw rate bounds. This originates from the fact that the vehicle’s
dynamic behavior, in the linear region of the tire, is almost the same whether the trailer
is attached or not. In contrast, close to the stability envelope when the controller engages,
the vehicle’s yaw rate slightly deviates from the desired rate caused by the strong dynamic
effects of the trailer and the corrective yaw moments applied by the controller to maintain
the vehicle stable. Keeping the vehicle inside the stability envelope allows the driver to
continue the maneuver for a longer time without any hitch angle intensification, as Figure
4.19-d indicates, meaning the vehicle remains steadily stable.
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Figure 4.18: Experimental test results of the vehicle without controller in the accelerating
slalom maneuver
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Figure 4.19: Experimental test results of the vehicle with controller in the accelerating
slalom maneuver.
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The applied braking torques on the vehicle are illustrated in Figure 4.19-c. As observed,
when the vehicle is in the safe region and adequately below the vehicle’s yaw rate and the
lateral slip angle bounds, the controller nearly does not apply any corrective yaw moments
(before t ≈ 9.5 s) as one of the controller’s main purpose. Although, when the vehicle is
predicted to exceed the stability envelope, the controller kicks in to prevent it from entering
the unsafe region.
Figure 4.20 shows the results of a double change maneuver on a dry road (µ = 0.9)
with an initial speed of 44 kph. Similar to the slalom maneuver, the controller prevents
the vehicle from leaving the stability envelope, Figures 4.20-a and 4.20-b. The controller
significantly intervenes at those time that the vehicle is about to leave the envelope includ-
ing t = 6.3s, t = 7s, and t = 8.3s and the braking torques gradually return to zero when
the vehicle enters the stable region, Figure 4.20-c.
4.4 Summary
This chapter was dedicated to develop an optimization-based reconfigurable control struc-
ture for vehicle-trailer systems. This control structure included two hierarchical layers and
its main objective was to prevent the vehicle from leaving the stability envelope. In the
upper layer, an MPC was developed through a quadratic performance index formulation
using the affine bicycle model. By solving this quadratic problem with respect to the con-
trol action and state constraints, the optimal virtual control actions were obtained and
sent to the lower layer for optimal distribution. The lower layer, which provided reconfig-
urability, was a control allocation technique that optimally transformed the virtual control
actions into actuator commands, steering and/or braking. This technique was able to take
the capacity of the tires and the actuators into account.
The performance of the proposed control structure was evaluated in snaking and jack-
knifing instability modes with different control actions and their combinations. The sim-
ulations exploited high fidelity CarSim model and controller was implemented in MAT-
LAB/Simulink. The results indicated that the proposed control structure is reconfigurable
for different control actions. It is also tolerant to actuator failure and robust to inaccurate
trailer parameter estimation. However, among the studied control actions, active trailer
steering failed to stabilize the vehicle in both snaking and jackknifing and trailer differential
braking was not able to keep the vehicle inside the stability envelope in jackknifing.
The developed MPC controller along with stability envelope was also assessed through
experimental tests. The experimental results were also confirmed that the stability envelope
was carefully defined and the vehicle remains stable if it stays inside the envelope.
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Hybrid A*-Based Motion Planning
for Vehicle-Trailer Systems
In this chapter, first, the previously introduced affine bicycle model is extended to serve
as the prediction model in the MPC formulation required for trajectory tracking. Then,
a hybrid A*-based motion planning module is developed to generate a feasible, safe, and
comfortable local trajectory for an autonomous vehicle. This module considers obstacles,
road lanes/bounds, and vehicle dynamic constraints, and also prioritizes obstacles by as-
signing different weights to them according to their time to collision distance and avoidance
requirements. In addition, this path planner is able to take trailer effects, including its
dynamics and off-tracking, into account in a systematic manner to ensure that the gener-
ated trajectory is collision-free and feasible. In the proposed motion planning module, a
hybrid A* algorithm is utilized to find a path between the current location of the vehicle
and target location assuming the speed is constant, and then the speed profile is optimally
specified considering the proximity to obstacles along the defined path, traffic speed, road
curvature, and the maximum allowable lateral and longitudinal accelerations.
In this motion planner, a generated trajectory needs to satisfy three main characteris-
tics: feasibility, safety, and comfort. To provide a feasible trajectory, the motion planner
verifies whether following the planned trajectory will require a control action beyond the
capacity of the vehicle and tires. In this regard, the maximum allowable control action and
also the stability envelope developed in Section 3.3 are considered in the motion planning
process. Additionally, at low speed, although the planned trajectory might be feasible for
a single-vehicle, where the trailer is attached, the motion planner needs to ensure that the
trailer does not violate any obstacle avoidance constraint and road bound due to the longer
length of the vehicle and the trailer off-tracking problem.
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For safety purposes, the motion planner defines the obstacle-free area by eliminating
the search area from the space occupied by obstacles. This approach guarantees that
the provided trajectory avoids any obstacles that would cause collision; however, it is not
necessarily a safe driving behavior as the generated trajectory might be dangerously and
unnecessarily close to obstacles. As a solution, the potential field method is leveraged to
keep the trajectory away from the obstacles and also to preserve that space to be used in
case of emergencies.
The hybrid A* algorithm finds the shortest path between the current location and
the target location of the vehicle. However, the generated trajectory is not essentially
comfortable for passengers as it might cause high lateral accelerations. In this motion
planner, to prohibit such maneuvers in normal driving scenarios, the vehicle is not allowed
to exceed a certain level of acceleration, although this limitation is ignored in emergency
situations owing to safety concerns.
5.1 Trajectory Tracking Affine Bicycle Model
Driving an autonomous vehicle along a trajectory, which is called trajectory tracking, re-
quires that appropriate inputs (fundamentally steering angle and longitudinal acceleration)
be applied. The main goal of trajectory tracking is to keep the vehicle close to the path,
minimize the lateral deviation and the heading angle error between the vehicle and the
target path, and follow the required speed while the vehicle remains stable. In this regard,
the first step is to transform the state variables of the dynamic model into another set of
state variables with an appropriate coordinate system (path coordinate is chosen here).
The next step is to define the required variables that are meant to be controlled for better
performance. In this trajectory tracking controller, in the longitudinal direction, the con-
troller needs the vehicle’s speed at its maximum allowable unless there is an obstacle as
explained later in this chapter. In the lateral direction, the deviation of the vehicle’s CG
with respect to the target path needs to be minimized, both lateral and heading errors.
Figure 5.1 shows the heading error ∆ψ and the lateral error e, both of which determine
the position of the vehicle-trailer system relative to the target path.
If the vehicle remains stable during the maneuver, i.e., βv is small, the dynamic of these
errors is expressed as















Figure 5.1: Schematic of the trajectory tracking model and the lateral and heading errors
ė = uxv sin (∆ψ) + u
x
vβv cos (∆ψ) (5.2)
where K(s) is the curvature of the target path. With the assumption that the heading
error is small, Equation 5.2 can be rewritten as
ė = uxv∆ψ + u
x
vβv (5.3)




ṡ = uxv cos (∆ψ)− uxvβv sin (∆ψ) (5.5)
where s is the distance along the target path. Assuming the heading error is small, Equation
5.5 is rewritten as
ṡ = uxv − uvβv∆ψ ≈ uxv (5.6)
As a result, the affine bicycle model developed in Section 3.2.1 can be augmented by








y + Lpᾱ + EpK (5.8)
xp =
[
βv rv γ̇ γ u
x








In this model, the steering angle of the front axle and the longitudinal acceleration are
defined as the model inputs. Matrices Mp, Ap, Bp, Fp, Lp, Ep, and Cp have been defined
in Appendix A.3.
5.2 Autonomous Vehicle Architecture
Figure 5.2, illustrates the correlations between different layers/modules of the autonomous
vehicle architecture. At each time step, the data acquisition layer collects all of the infor-
mation either received by the sensors or estimated, all of which can be divided into three
main categories: obstacle information, road information, and ego vehicle information. The
obstacle information consists of the size, position, and velocity in the horizontal plane co-
ordinates. The road information includes road profile, the number of lanes and their width,
road curbs, and road friction. The vehicle information consists of the vehicle’s location,
axial and angular velocities, and axial accelerations.
In the perception layer, the collected information is used to localize the ego vehicle
by finding its lateral deviation and heading angle with respect to the centerline of the
current lane. The objects are also detected and classified, and their possible movements are
predicted. The decision-making layer utilizes the information coming from the perception
layer to ultimately provide the trajectory that the vehicle needs to follow. In this layer, the
final destination of the vehicle and its route are determined by the global planning module,
and the behavioral planning module sets local goals for the motion planning module such as
lane change, merging, and pullover. Finally, the planned trajectory provided by the motion




























High Level Low Level
Figure 5.2: Autonomous vehicle architecture
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5.3 Hybrid A* Algorithm
5.3.1 Fundamentals
In this section, the basic concepts and terminologies that are essential for understanding
the hybrid A* algorithm are discussed. The content of this section is mostly from [76].
Configuration space: To facilitate the formulation of graph-based path planning
algorithms, the concept of configuration space has been assigned. If A is an agent (vehicle)
in a two dimensional plane world W , each possible configuration of the agent A(q) is
defined by a vector q in the form of q = [x y ψ]T in which x, y, and ψ are, respectively,
the longitudinal position, lateral position, and heading angle measured with respect to the
coordinate frame. A set of all possible configurations q is the configuration space, denoted
as C. This configuration space is divided into two subsets: the collision-free configuration
space Cf and the obstacle configuration space Co. The vehicle is in collision with obstacles if
A(q)∩O 6= ∅, where O is the obstacles in the world [76]. Since the explained configuration
space is static and the agent is dynamic, the state space of the agent x can be mapped to
the configuration of the agent q using the dynamic model of the agent.
Configuration space division In the A* algorithm, as the base of the hybrid A*
algorithm, the configuration space is divided into rectangular cells while their edges are
parallel to the axis of the space. Here, those cells that are fully or partially occupied by
obstacles are considered obstacle configuration space Co (grey cells in Figure 5.3), and the
rest are viewed as collision-free configuration space Cf (white cells in Figure 5.3). It is
notable that on the two-dimensional horizontal plane upon which the proposed motion
planning is developed upon, only the x-axis and the y-axis of the configuration space are
decomposed.
Graph search fundamentals: A graphG is represented by a set of vertices (states/nodes)
V , V = V (G), and a set of edges (trajectories/arcs) E, E = E(G), connects the vertices,
see Figure 5.4. Those vertices that have at least one edge in common are called neighbors.
In the graph search, only a finite number of actions can be used to change the state of the
agent from an initial state to a target state. In path planning, an agent starts from an ini-
tial state x0 and moves toward the goal state xg by choosing an action from a finite action
space U(x). Once the current state is known and a new action has been selected, a state
transition function f (kinematic/dynamic model) generates a new state x′ as x′ = f(x, u)
in which u ∈ U(x) and x′, x ∈ X, where X is a nonempty state space.
To relate the graph and state-space representations, it can be said that a vertex V of
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Figure 5.4: Graph representation
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can be considered the action space U(x). In other words, the agent at each state (vertex)
x takes an action u (Edge) to move to a new sate x′ (neighbor vertex) using the state
transition function f .
Open and closed lists: In graph-based algorithms, at each vertex, all possible actions,
available at that vertex are taken, and new vertices are generated. This process is called
expansion. The newly generated vertices are added to the open list that contains all of
the expanded vertices and forms a set of search frontiers for the next expansion process.
The visited vertex, however, is stored in a list called a closed list, which includes all of
the vertices that have already been visited/expanded. This list is generated to prevent the
revisiting of expanded vertices.
Heuristics: In graph-based algorithms, to enhance the speed of convergence, various
vertex-expansion methods have been proposed. In this regard, the main idea is that the
algorithm needs to skip visiting unpromising vertices and expand those that have more
potential to be part of the optimal path. In the hybrid A* algorithm, heuristics are
utilized to promote quick conversion and as a criterion for choosing the next vertex to
expand. Heuristics primarily provide an estimated cost of moving from the current location
to the target location. It is notable that the condition of optimality necessitates that the
intended heuristic to be admissible, meaning that the cost estimated by the heuristic is
necessarily the lowest cost from that location to the target location. Some of the most-
common heuristic estimates are the Euclidean norm of two points, Dubins curves, and
Reeds Shepp curves.
5.3.2 Hybrid A* search:
Needless to say, planning a trajectory for an agent with non-holonomic constraints like a
vehicle might lead to an infeasible trajectory. Therefore, the A* algorithm is not suitable
for this type of agents as the direction change of the resulting trajectory is not smooth
[86]. Regardless of the fundamental similarities of the hybrid A* and A* algorithms, in
the former, the agent can be transformed between cells in a continuous manner rather
than discrete, although the grid cell is still exploited to prevent the uncontrolled growth
of the graph as explained later in this chapter. When the hybrid A* algorithm is switched
on, open and closed lists are defined as empty, expansion starts from the initial state of
the agent, and the new vertices are generated and added to the open list. Next, from
the open list, a vertex/configuration with the minimum cost is selected and expanded.
This loop continues until the termination condition is met. The vertex/configuration cost,
fc(x), is the summation of cost-to-come (heuristic), h(x), and cost-so-far, g(x), Equation
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5.11. If x is the current state and x′ is the next state by taking action u, cost-so-far for
the vertex belonging to x′ is obtained by Equation 5.12, where g(x) and gu(x, u) are the
cost-so-far of the current state and the cost of state transition from x to x′ by taking action
u, respectively.
fc(x
′) = g(x′) + h(x′) (5.11)
g(x′) = g(x) + gu(x, u) (5.12)
5.4 Potential Field
Generally, a potential field algorithm exploits artificial potential fields generated by imme-
diate hazards such as obstacles, and the goal is to keep the agent away from the hazard
while moving toward the goal. The potential field of the obstacles is repulsive, and its
strength might vary based on the priority of the obstacles or other design purposes.
In the proposed motion planning, the hybrid A* algorithm plans a collision-free path for
the vehicle as a result of the planner having excluded those cells that are occupied by the
obstacles. However, the potential field is employed to fulfill two objectives in addition to
the path planning approach. First, since the hybrid A* algorithm finds the shortest path
between the current and the target locations, the generated path might let the vehicle
approach the obstacles and road bounds dangerously, which is clearly not acceptable.
However, the potential field allows the trajectory planner to exploit those collision-free
areas in emergencies to avoid accidents. The second objective is to reduce the risk of
accident owing to the uncertain behavior of immediate dynamic obstacles surrounding the
vehicle, along with errors in the estimation of different variables, such as the vehicle speed
and obstacle state.
In this thesis, two different potential fields are constructed: non-crossable obstacles and
road curbs. The corresponding function for each of these potential fields is presented in
the following.
5.4.1 Non-Crossable Obstacle
Non-crossable obstacles are those that the vehicle is not allowed to cross over, such as
pedestrians or cars. As mentioned, the potential field is integrated with the hybrid A*
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algorithm to provide a safe distance during non-emergency maneuvers. Therefore, three
different areas around a non-crossable obstacle are defined, including behind, side, and
front as in Figure 5.5. At each side, the potential of the field regulates a safe distance
between the vehicle and the obstacle at each side.
The object detection and identification module, using a bounding box, defines every
object i around the vehicle, and provides the object’s width wib, length l
i
b, and height h
i
b
as well as its centroid location (xi,yi) with respect to the road coordinate at its centroid
location. The velocity of the object vix is only provided in the direction the obstacle is
moving (assuming a longitudinal axis), and the yaw angle of the object ψi, reported by
the module, is the angle of its longitudinal direction with respect to the centerline. Since,
accurately measuring the lateral velocity of other vehicles is difficult, it is assumed to be
zero.
As the vehicle is assumed to be a particle, i.e., its size is neglected, to prevent collisions,
the modified width wi and length li of each bounding box are used to construct the object’s
potential field (PF) and obstacle configuration rather than the actual ones, as in Equations
(5.13) and (5.14). In these equations, we, l
f
e , and l
e
r can be calculated using Equations




t are the distance between the front end of
the ego vehicle and its CG location, the ego vehicle width, the trailer width, the distance
between the rear end of the ego vehicle to the CG location, and the distance between the
rear end of the trailer to the CG location of the ego vehicle when the hitch angle is zero,
respectively (see Figure 5.6). If the obstacle located on the lane has a high rank in the
obstacle priority order, such as a vehicle and pedestrian, the vehicle is not allowed to pass
by it using the same lane. This constraint can be simply implemented by replacing the
width of the modified bounding box with the road lane width. Otherwise, for example, if
the obstacle is a small rock and there is enough lateral space for the vehicle to pass, the
modified bounding box is considered.
wi = wib + we (5.13)







































Figure 5.6: Ego vehicle with trailer
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The PF of a non-crossable obstacle is generated by Equation (5.17) using the modified





shape parameters, and j = b, s, f denotes the behind, side, and front of the obstacle i. The
PF needs to be adjusted based on the velocity of the ego vehicle uv, its relative velocity with
respect to the obstacle ∆ui, and the normal acceleration an needed to provide a suitable
safe distance [53]. Therefore, the distance between the ego vehicle and the obstacles is
normalized in x and y directions using xin and y
i
n expressed by Equations (5.18) and (5.19),
in which ψi is the heading angle of the obstacle with respect to the centerline. T0 is the
safe time gap, defined based on the ego vehicle response time.
U inc = a
j



























As an example, Figure 5.7 shows the potential field of an obstacle moving at the same
speed as the vehicle at 50 kph with a zero heading angle with respect to the centerline,
and its modified bounding box is 4 meters wide and 4 meters long and is located at
(xi, yi) = (20, 0).
5.4.2 Road Curb
Although the ego vehicle is expected to safely deviate from the centerline of its current
lane or even change its lane to avoid possible collisions, the vehicle is not allowed to
become dangerously close to the road curbs in normal driving scenarios or leave the road
boundaries in emergencies. Since the area beyond the road curbs is considered to be part
of the obstacle configuration, the generated path certainly does not violate the road curbs.
However, to have a safe distance from the road curb during maneuvers, a potential field
for road curbs is specified. In addition, if the decision making layer is intended to prevent
the ego vehicle from crossing specific road lanes, those lanes can also be treated as road
curbs. The function of this potential field is as follows
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Figure 5.7: Potential field of a non-crossable obstacle
{
Urc = arce
crc(y−yrc)brc , left curb
Urc = arce
−crc(y−yrc)brc , right curb
(5.20)
where yrc is the lateral position of the road curb (considering the ego vehicle width we)
with respect to the center line of the current lane. Figure 5.8 shows the PF of the road
curb, where the road curbs are parallel to the straight centerline at ±6m distance.
5.5 The Proposed Motion Planning
As mentioned, the proposed motion planning is based on the hybrid A* algorithm, which
generates the shortest path from the current location to the target location. Although
this shortest path never passes the obstacle configuration space, i.e., it is collision-free, it
might violate the safe distance from obstacles in normal driving due to path tracking error
and inaccurate estimation of the size, position, and velocity of an obstacle. Therefore, the
potential field approach is integrated with hybrid A* to rectify safety concerns as explained
in the following.
The motion planning algorithm receives information about the obstacles, the road, the
ego vehicle from the perception module. Since the locations of the obstacles and road
curbs received from the perception module are in the ego vehicle coordinates, they are
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Figure 5.8: Potential field of road curbs
transformed to (s,y) coordinates (s being defined along the centerline) at their locations as
Figure 5.9 shows.
Next, the configuration space (road space) is discretized. The overall potential of each
cell corner is calculated using the introduced potential field functions. If a corner is powered
by different potential fields due to different obstacles or road curbs, the maximum value
of those potential fields in that corner is chosen. The size of each cell is also an important
parameter to choose and depends on obstacle size and the fidelity of the sensor information
[76]. On the one hand, fine discretization increases computation time as the number of cells
increases. On the other hand, coarse size underestimates collision-free configuration space
and makes the planning conservative, possibly leaving the algorithm without a solution.
Here, the width of the cell is set cw = 0.25 m and the length of the cell is expressed by
cl = u
x
vT , where T is the time step. As known, each configuration is characterized by
q = [x y ψ]T .
At this stage, hybrid A* starts expansion from the current location of the ego vehicle
by taking all of the actions in the action space U(x). In the proposed hybrid A* algorithm,
control action is a set of steady-state variables rather than an actual control action like
steering as a common method. At high speed, applying the maximum steering angle is
not practically possible due to stability concerns. However, the proposed approach can
be used since the control actions can be defined based on the stability envelope, although
the transient behavior is ignored. This approach is also computationally efficient, as it











Figure 5.9: Obstacles in (s,y) coordinates
Assuming the vehicle speed is constant over the planning horizon, each vehicle has two
state variables that predict its position in the future in the X-Y coordinates: the yaw rate
and lateral velocity (or the sideslip angle). At each vertex, the algorithm takes all the
control actions from the control action space U = [−u, 0, u], where u = [rumax, βumax]T , to
expand new vertices. Basically, rumax and β
u
max are obtained from the equilibrium at the
stability limit. rumax is available from the stability envelope defined in Section 3.3, but β
u
max
can be defined using the steady-state gains of a single-vehicle that are defined as follows
rss =
ux









(l1 + l2) + kus(uxv)
2
δ1 (5.22)
where kus is the under-steer coefficient of the vehicle. Using Equations (5.21) and (5.22),










It is notable that βumax should not exceed the stability limit defined in the stability
envelope. To prevent any sudden jumps in the generated path, an additional cost is aslo
added to the cost-so-far if the predecessor’s action is -u and the chosen control action for
the successor is u, and vice versa.
The configuration of a vertex (successor), qs = [xs ys ψs]
T , newly generated by taking
the aforementioned control actions can be obtained using the kinematic relationships as
follows:
ψs = r
uT + ψp (5.24)
xs = xp + (u
x
v cosψs − βuuxv sinψs)T (5.25)
ys = yp + (u
x
v sinψs + β
uuxv cosψs)T (5.26)
where xp, yp, and ψp are the configuration of the predecessor (the vertex that was ex-
panded). The configuration of each successor is stored for further expansion. The succes-
sors and the predecessor are added to the open list and the closed list, respectively.
As the algorithm proceeds, during the expansion, the successors can be inspected for
different criteria. If a successor does not pass the defined measures, it is discarded. In this
research, failure to pass happens if a successor falls into one of the following four categories.
1. A successor goes into the obstacle configuration space: This condition guarantees
that the generated path is collision-free.
2. The successor passes over the stability envelope: The stability envelope is imple-
mented in the trajectory tracking controller to keep the vehicle stable: However,
if the generated path does not consider the stability limitations, the vehicle devi-
ates from the path so as not to violate stability bounds, which is inappropriate. To
guarantee that the vehicle remains stable while following the generated path, the
successor is ignored if the vehicle exceeds the comfort/stability envelope in that node
(these envelopes are explained below). This is the second inspection, and Figure 5.10
demonstrates this process in a green dashed branch.
3. The trailer enters the obstacle configuration space: The third inspection is performed
to ensure that the trailer does not violate the obstacle configuration space. To do so,
having the state of the ego vehicle, the rear end location of the trailer is estimated.




Figure 5.10: Expansion and pruning
4. The cost of maintaining the successor may not be justified: The last inspection is
executed to prevent the unnecessary growth of vertices: This process is called branch
pruning [76]. If a successor falls into a cell that has not been visited yet, the successor
is added to the open list. However, if there is a previously-generated vertex in that
cell and it is on the closed list, or that previously-generated vertex is on the open
list but its cost-so-far is lower than that of the newly generated one, the successor is
discarded, shown as a red dashed branch, Figure 5.10.
As discussed, some proceedings are included in the motion planning algorithm to gen-
erate a path that addresses stability concerns. However, since the generated path is the
shortest one between the current and the target locations, and the maximum increment
capacity of the control action is utilized at each expansion, the lateral acceleration of the
ego vehicle during a maneuver might rise to a level that is uncomfortable for the passengers
under normal driving conditions. To deal with this problem, the control action and the
stability envelope are scaled down by a factor λc, 0 < λc ≤ 1, expressed by Equation (5.27)
in which aycmf represents comfortable lateral acceleration, considered as a hype-parameter,
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Figure 5.11: Stability and comfortable envelopes
As explained, in general, the cost of each configuration, fc(x
′), is the summation of
the cost-so-far, g(x′), and the cost-to-come (heuristic), h(x′). In the proposed motion
planning, the cost-so-far of each successor x′, g(x′), is obtained by Equation (5.28) in
which g(x) is the cost-so-far of the predecessor, gu(x, u) is the cost of taking action u at
the state x that is the Euclidean distance between the successor and the predecessor, and
gpf (x
′) is the potential of that vertex being in that cell, resulting from the interpolation
of the potential field of the cell corners. To consider the effect of the trailer, gpf (x
′)re is
added to the cost-so-far formula, and represents the potential field of the trailer rear end.
If the trailer becomes close to the obstacles or road curb, the cost-so-far of the expanded
vertex increases, and the successor will probably not be part of the path. The position of
the trailer with respect to the vehicle is explained in [50]. The heuristic that is used in this
motion planning approach is the Euclidean distance.
g(x′) = g(x) + gu(x, u) + gpf (x
′) + gpf (x
′
re) (5.28)
Normally, the goal/target location for the motion planning module is set by the be-
havioral planning module, and the hybrid A* algorithm terminates when it reaches this
location, or is reasonably close to it. In normal driving, the target location (green circles
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in Figure 5.12) is set laterally on the centerline of the target lane and longitudinally at the
prediction horizon of the motion planner. However, this point might not be reachable if an
obstacle blocks the lane. In such a scenario, the algorithm defines a local terminal behind
each obstacle, in addition to the goal location, thus avoiding infeasibility, as Figure 5.12
illustrates. Thus, the algorithm terminates if the vertex is reasonably close to the goal
location or a local terminal.
If there is no behavioral planning module to set the goal location, or the behavioral
planning module is not able to provide the best goal location, the algorithm is able to
consider several goal locations and find the one that will cost the least to reach. In this
situation, during expansion, a separate heuristic is determined for each goal at each vertex,
and the minimum heuristic is chosen. As a result, the cost-to-come, h(x), and accordingly
fc(x), are calculated.
These local terminals can also be exploited for crash mitigation. As mentioned, the
algorithm selects the vertex with the lowest cost from the open list each time in the expan-
sion process and terminates when the vertex is near the goal location or local terminals.
Crash mitigation is important where collision is inevitable, meaning that the goal location
is not reachable due to the presence of obstacles. Therefore, the vehicle converges to one of
the local terminals with minimum cost, providing an opportunity for generating a path to
mitigate the cash cost as much as possible. To this aim, the cost of a local terminal located
at a distance dt from the ego vehicle can be adjusted based on the obstacle priority cost
gp and the proximity cost of the ego vehicle to the corresponding obstacle gpr, as follows





bpr , dt − dsd < 0
gpr = 0, otherwise
(5.30)
where apr, bpr, and cpr are the tuning parameters, and dsd is the estimated stopping distance,






In this thesis, to smooth the path generated by the hybrid A* algorithm, a 6th-order
polynomial is fitted on the path, with the current and target locations and their heading
angles weighted heavily to be on the polynomial.
After the path has been generated, the target speed profile over the path needs to






Figure 5.12: Possible goal/target locations and local terminals
the maximum allowable speed is implemented as an upper bound constraint for the state
variable uxv in the MPC formulation; therefore, the optimization solution provides the
optimal longitudinal acceleration required to adjust the speed. The maximum allowable






where urmax is the maximum speed imposed by the road regulation and u
k
max is the maximum
speed based on the maximum allowable lateral acceleration. In a cornering maneuver, the








where kmax is the maximum curvature of the path over the motion planning horizon.
Additionally, the ego vehicle needs to adjust the speed so that a safe distance with respect




In this section, computer simulations are conducted to assess the performance of the pro-
posed motion planning module and the MPC-based trajectory tracking controller developed
in Section 5.5 and Section 5.1 for different scenarios. Both modules are implemented in
MATLAB, and the same CarSim model introduced in Section 4.3 is used to represent the
vehicle dynamics.
Although the steering angle is directly applied to the vehicle, the control action for
longitudinal direction, longitudinal acceleration ax, is transformed into longitudinal force
as multiplied by the total mass of the vehicle and the trailer. Then, this force is distributed
among the wheels proportionate to their normal load (considering the lateral load transfer)
and applied by four electric motors. Although the tire capacity is considered as a constraint
in this controller formulation, a slip controller is designed to prevent large slip ratios.
To show the performance of the aforementioned modules, different scenarios are defined
as:
• Merging, a normal driving scenario
• Sharp turn, off-tracking problem
• Lane change, a pop-up obstacle
• Crash mitigation, obstacle prioritization
During these maneuvers, at each time step, the obstacle data is received and the dis-
cretized potential field is generated. The location of the obstacles is predicted with the
assumption that each obstacle keeps its speed and the moving direction over the motion
planning horizon, which is set to be 3 s with a time step of 100 ms. Having the poten-
tial field, free configuration space, and the available control actions, the motion planning
module generates the trajectory. Next, the proposed controller uses the current state of
the vehicle, and the generated path defined as the target path formulates the performance
index as a quadratic function with a 2 s prediction horizon and 100 ms time step. It
is important to note that only the first 2 s of the generated path are considered for the
performance index formulation. This function is computed by a quadratic programming
solver qpOASES [119] with respect to the stability envelope, environmental, and control
action constraints in order to produce steering angle and throttle/brake commands. These
commands are applied to the CarSim model to receive the new state of the vehicle in the
environment for the next time step.
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5.6.1 Merging, a normal driving scenario
Merging and lane keeping are two normal driving scenarios that frequently happen on
roads. To show the performance of the vehicle in both maneuvers, Scenario 1 has been
designed. In it, the current lane of the ego vehicle ends, and since the left lane is occupied
with other vehicles, the ego vehicle needs to slow down and change the lanes when it is
safe. There are two obstacles on the left lane moving at a constant speed of 70 kph, and
spaced 50 m apart, the initial longitudinal distance between the ego vehicle and the closer
obstacle is 50 m. At the beginning of this scenario, the behavioral planner does not allow
the ego vehicle to change its lane due to safety concerns; as a result, the vehicle has to slow
down and wait for a lane change command. In this situation, there is only one goal point
on the current lane, at the horizon since the vehicle is not allowed to use the other lane.
However, as mentioned, if the goal point exceeds the road boundary or passes an obstacle,
a local terminal is added to prevent infeasibility as Figure 5.13 shows.













Figure 5.13: Goal and local terminal in normal driving scenario
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 illustrate the result of this maneuver, and indicate the path of
the ego vehicle, control commands, the velocity and accelerations, stability envelope, and
hitch angle. To demonstrates the position of each object with respect to the road in Figure
5.14, each object is given a different shape (the rectangle is the ego vehicle) and, at some
sample times, different colors are used. In this plot, the vehicle is shown to smoothly and
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safely merges into the left lane and follows it.
Figure 5.14: Path of the ego vehicle in the normal driving scenario
As Figure 5.15-a suggests, in this maneuver, at t = 1.1s, the ego vehicle realizes that
the lane ends and accordingly starts to brake, reducing its speed for 2 s so as not to violate
the road bound. Then, after receiving the lane change command at t = 4.1s, when the
left lane is safe, the vehicle begins to merge into that new lane and simultaneously speeds
up through positive acceleration. As the vehicle becomes close to the maximum speed,
which is set to 70 kph, the acceleration reduces not to exceed the speed limit. In this
plot, it is shown that both the requested steering angle and longitudinal acceleration are
smooth, and the actual acceleration follows the control command effectively. As a result,
the longitudinal velocity, lateral acceleration, and yaw rate are smooth as well, see Figure
5.15-b.
Since it is a normal driving scenario, the parameter λc is set at 0.5 and, as can be seen in
the figure, and the lateral acceleration of the vehicle is below its limit (0.45g). The yaw rate
and lateral slip angle of the second axle are also considerably below the defined stability
bounds, Figures 5.15-c and 5.15-d, and the hitch angle remains small, Figure 5.15-e.
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Figure 5.15: Simulation results in the normal driving scenario
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5.6.2 Sharp turn, off-tracking problem
As mentioned, generally, vehicle-trailer systems suffer from the off-tracking problem, i.e.,
the rear end of the trailer does not follow the path generated by the vehicle front end,
causing a large swept width. For example, in high curvature roads such as sharp intersec-
tions or roundabouts, the trailer might violate the road bounds. In an obstacle avoidance
situation, the trailer might also collide with the obstacles although the vehicle unit passes
them safely. To address this problem, in the proposed motion planning, the effect of the
trailer movement is considered as explained in Section 5.5.
Scenario has been designed to show the performance of the proposed method. In it, the
ego vehicle follows a centerline containing a 90-degree turn at a radius of 10 m. The initial
speed of the vehicle and the lane width are set equal to 40 kph and 3.6 m, respectively,
and a new trailer with a longer wheelbase (4.8 m) is attached to the vehicle. The other
properties of the trailer remain the same.
As Figures 5.16 and 5.17-c show, where the trailer effect is considered, the vehicle
deviates from the centerline to the right side in order to accommodate the trailer on the
road and keep it near the center line. Since the lane and trailer widths are 3.6 m and 2 m,
respectively, and the measured deviation of the trailer is 0.85 m, the trailer violates the
road bound for 5 cm. Thus, those nodes in which the trailer violates the road bounds are
not added to the open list. In addition, as the trailer approaches the bounds, the cost of
the visited nodes, as explained in Section 5.5, increases, and as a consequence, those nodes
have a lower chance to be selected as part of the target path.
From the control action point of view, where the trailer effect is on, at t = 5.3s, as
the trailer enters the turn, the controller prevents larger steering angles, compared to
where that effect is off, to provide a larger turning radius. To adjust the speed with
respect to the curvature and the defined comfortable acceleration, see Equation (5.33), the
controller starts to command negative acceleration before entering the turn. As explained,
this adjustment is performed by changing the upper bound constraint of the velocity in
the MPC formulation. When the vehicle passes the turn, it begins to accelerate gently to
reach the maximum allowable speed of 40 kph, as Figure 5.17-a and 5.17-b present.
5.6.3 Lane change, a pop-up obstacle
The motion planning module and accordingly the controller module are expected to imme-
diately and safely respond to situations that can cause serious damages to the ego vehicle
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Figure 5.16: Path of ego vehicle in sharp turn with and without considering trailer effect
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Figure 5.17: Simulation results in the normal driving scenario
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or other objects on the road, all while keeping the vehicle stable. To assess the capabil-
ity of the proposed approach in these situations, the third scenario is proposed, in which
a pop-up obstacle appears on the current lane of the vehicle, while the left lane can be
exploited for obstacle avoidance. The distance between the obstacle and the ego vehicle
is shorter than the one estimated by time to collision; thus, the vehicle needs to change
its lane to prevent a collision. In this scenario, the vehicle moves at a constant speed of
70 kph on a dry road (µ = 0.9), and the obstacle appears at X = 85m, and t = 3s. The
obstacle is assumed to be square-shaped, with the sides of 2 m, and the distance between
the vehicle and the obstacle is 25 m when the obstacle pops up, whereas the estimated
stopping distance is 29 m.
As Figure 5.18 shows, none of the paths generated by the vehicle and the trailer rear
end intersect with the yellow area, which is the modified box of the obstacle explained in
Section 5.4.1; i.e., there is no collision. It is important to note that the parameter λc is set
to 1 due to the necessity of this emergency situation.
Figure 5.18: Path of ego vehicle in lane change scenario
During this maneuver, contrary to the lateral acceleration, which goes up to 0.6g, the
speed of the vehicle does not change much, because there is no obstacle ahead of the vehicle
along the generated path to impose speed reduction for collision avoidance, and also the
road curvature remains constant (see Figures 5.19-a and 5.19-b). After the maneuver,
the controller begins to gradually increase the speed up to the maximum of 70 kph by
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requesting positive acceleration.
In this maneuver, although the lateral slip angle of the second axle is notably below
the stability bound (see Figure 5.19-d), the yaw rate of the vehicle is near its stability
margin, which means that the vehicle comes close to its handling limit as Figure 5.19-c
shows. The hitch angle remains small but demonstrates oscillatory behavior because this
vehicle is prone to snaking instability, Figures 5.19-e and 5.18.
5.6.4 Crash mitigation, obstacle prioritization
As presented in the previous scenarios, the proposed motion planning has the ability to
slow the vehicle or allow it to pass the obstacle on its side if it is not feasible to stop
behind it. However, in some situations, a collision is inevitable and, as a result, choosing
the lowest crash cost is an appropriate approach. With this in mind, Scenario 4 is defined
to show the capability of the proposed motion planning module in prioritizing the obstacles
among which the ego vehicle moves with a maximum speed of 70 kph on the first lane of a
two-lane road. The road is dry (µ = 0.9), and another vehicle in the second lane, driving
at the constant speed of 40 kph, is initially 10 m ahead of the ego vehicle. Suddenly a
pop-up obstacle appears on the lane at X = 25 as well. Depending on the type/position
of the obstacle and its crash cost, three different situations can be determined. First, the
obstacle, such as a rock, is small and its position allows the vehicle to pass by without
crashing into the other vehicle. Second, the pop-up obstacle is a pedestrian, and thus has
the highest priority in the collision-avoidance ranking. In the last situation, the pop-up
obstacle, perhaps a box, has a lower crash cost than the vehicle. As explained, the crash
cost of each obstacle is the summation of the time-to-collision-based cost function and the
type of the obstacle, presented in Table 5.1. All goals are activated in crash mitigation
scenarios, and the motion planner allows the hybrid A* algorithm to find the lowest cost
path from the starting point to one of these goals or converge to the lowest-cost local
terminal,i.e., the lowest crash cost path.
Table 5.1: Priority of the Obstacles and the corresponding cost
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Figure 5.19: Simulation results in the lane change scenario
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Figures 5.20- and 5.21 show the result of the first situation, in which a square-shaped
obstacle with the sides of 1 m appears at X = 25m and Y = −1m, as presented in Figure
5.20. In this situation, the ego vehicle is able to pass the obstacle without collision as
the path of the vehicle, and its trailer’s rear end, do not collide with the modified box of
the obstacle (yellow area). During this maneuver, the vehicle speed is kept approximately
constant, Figure 5.21-b, the yaw rate and the lateral slip angle of the second axle are
considerably below the stability bounds, Figures 5.21-c and Figure 5.21-d, and the hitch
angle remains small due to the small steering angle and low lateral acceleration, Figure
5.21-e.
Figure 5.20: Path of ego vehicle in first crash mitigation scenario
Figure 5.22 shows how the hybrid A* algorithm searches the free configuration space
to find a path from the start point to the goals or local terminals, at the first time step
of the simulation. In this figure, the start point is the red square, the goals are magenta
diamonds, local terminals are cyan squares, the red bullets are the nodes in the open list,
and the black bullets are the nodes in the closed list. The maroon dashed line shows the
output path of the hybrid A* algorithm; however, as explained, this path is smoothed by
the defined polynomial, demonstrated by the solid blue line in the figure.
For the second situation, it is assumed that the pop-up obstacle is a pedestrian located
in the middle of the first lane, and its bounding box is square-shaped with the sides of 1
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Figure 5.21: Simulation results in the obstacle prioritization scenario-passing
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Figure 5.22: Hybrid A* algorithm search process at first time step in first crash mitigation
scenario
m. Since avoiding the pedestrian has the highest priority, in order to prevent a collision,
the motion planner generates a path to change the lane and keep the vehicle away from
the pedestrian, although the ego vehicle crashes into the other vehicle in the second lane
at t = 1.6s, see Figure 5.23.
As Figure 5.24-a shows, the actual longitudinal acceleration does not follow the com-
manded one, unlike in the previous scenarios. To explain this difference, it can be said that
although the longitudinal acceleration is bounded according to the tire capacity, neglect-
ing longitudinal load transfer and the existence of uncertainties/approximations in the tire
and vehicle models can cause incorrect lateral or longitudinal force demand from the tires,
especially in harsh maneuvers. However, as mentioned, to avoid these situations, a slip
controller is implemented, which helps to keep the vehicle stable and prevent wheel lock.
At the beginning of this maneuver, to avoid the pedestrian, the controller applies about
8 degrees of steering angle in the first time step, Figure 5.24-a. This steering angle pushes
the vehicle to leave the stability envelope from the yaw rate edge, as Figure 5.24-c shows.
Thus, in the next step, the controller applies a counter-steering to bring the vehicle back
within the envelope. The same process happens in the next couple of time steps due to
these contradictory requirements. Moreover, in the lateral dynamic derivation presented
in Section 3.2.1, it is assumed that the vehicle velocity remains constant over the horizon.
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Figure 5.23: Path of ego vehicle in second crash mitigation scenario
However, in harsh braking scenarios, this assumption is not valid, and consequently, the
lateral model becomes inaccurate, resulting in poor controller performance. Nonetheless,
the lateral slip angle of the rear axle remains in the stable region 5.24-d.
Figure 5.23 demonstrates the searching process of the hybrid A* algorithm as it searches
for the shortest trajectory from the starting point to the goal points while avoiding the
pedestrian. However, in this situation, the motion planner is not able to reach the goals,
and therefore, it converges to the local terminal of the moving obstacle on the second lane,
a choice that imposes a lower cost than hitting the pedestrian would, see Table 5.1. As
explained, if the search algorithm converges to a local terminal, its lateral coordinate Y is
assigned for the rest of the points on the trajectory over the horizon as this figure illustrates.
In conclusion, although having multiple goals increases the computation load, in emergency
situations in which there are several obstacles, the search space reduces significantly. Thus,
it is practically feasible to use the proposed motion planning method for crash mitigation
scenarios as well.
The results of the third situation are presented in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. Here, the cost
of hitting the pop-up obstacle is lower than that of hitting the vehicle, and consequently,
the algorithm converges to the local terminal of the obstacle, Figure 5.26, and the controller
requests only the maximum deceleration, Figure 5.27-a.
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Figure 5.24: Simulation results in the obstacle prioritization scenario-lane change
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Figure 5.25: Hybrid A* algorithm search process at first time step second crash mitigation
scenario
Figure 5.26: Path of ego vehicle in third crash mitigation scenario
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Figure 5.27: Simulation results in the obstacle prioritization scenario-Straight
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, a hybrid A*-based motion planning was introduced for vehicle-trailer
systems. The affine bicycle model derived in Chapter 3 was augmented with new state
variables, including lateral error, heading error, and longitudinal velocity, to form a trajec-
tory tracking model. The hybrid A* algorithm was discussed, and the potential fields of
non-crossable obstacles and road curbs were defined. The proposed motion planning was
developed by combining the hybrid A* algorithm and the potential fields and defining the
speed control strategy. In this module, the effect of the trailer was considered by adding
the potential of the trailer rear end to the cost of the current successor. Crash mitigation
capability was also devised in the algorithm by defining local terminals that the algorithm
may converge to based on the obstacle priority order.
The motion planning module was examined in multiple complex scenarios using the
high fidelity CarSim model and MATLAB/Simulink co-simulations. The results showed
the capability of the introduced motion planning method in performing a wide range of
maneuvers from normal driving to obstacle avoidance scenarios. In sharp maneuvers where
the hitch angle increases significantly so that the trailer violates road bounds, the algorithm
was able to deviate from the centerline to keep the trailer inside the road space. In addition,
where the obstacle avoidance was inevitable, the motion planning algorithm was able to
prioritize the obstacles and find a solution with the minimum cost.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis was divided into two main parts. The first part was devoted to developing
a reconfigurable control system for vehicle-trailer systems. This structure was capable
of considering multiple control actions either on the vehicle or on the trailer. Also, the
controller would not engage when the vehicle was inside the stable region and interfered
only when the vehicle was expected to cross the stability bounds. In the second part, a
hybrid A*-based motion planning was developed to address the specific characteristics of
vehicle-trailer systems. The proposed motion planning was able to take the effect of the
trailer path into consideration while generating the trajectory. Also, the motion planning
generated trajectories that ensures the stability of the vehicle-trailer system to provide
feasible tracking.
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, first, a two-dimensional stability envelope was developed using phase plane
analysis for vehicle-trailer systems. A two-layer hierarchical reconfigurable control struc-
ture was proposed to keep the vehicle inside this stability envelope. The upper layer was an
MPC controller with virtual control actions for each degree of freedom and the lower layer
utilized the control allocation technique to optimally map these virtual control actions to
actuator commands. In addition, a motion planning module was introduced that is able to
consider both the instability requirements of vehicle-trailers and the off-tracking problem
systematically.
In the literature, the stability analysis of vehicle-trailer systems is mostly based on
linear techniques. Although these methods provide valuable insight into instability mode
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characterization, the complexity of non-linear behavior necessities a profound understand-
ing of these modes. In this regard, a non-linear bicycle model with three degrees of freedom
was derived using a non-linear brush tire model. Then, the phase portraits of the lateral
dynamic for multiple steering inputs were depicted in a three-dimensional space using the
sideslip angle and the yaw rate of the vehicle and hitch angle. It was observed that in-
creasing steering angle pushes the vehicle toward higher yaw rates and stable trajectories
converge to an asymptotically stable equilibrium point. However, after a specific steering
angle, this equilibrium point disappears and the vehicle becomes unstable. This was also
noticeable where the vehicle was vulnerable to both jackknifing and snaking, although the
instability margin was different. This study showed that bounding the state variables of
the vehicle can be defined as a general solution to vehicle-trailer instability regardless of
its mode. Therefore, a two-dimensional stability envelope was defined based on the tire
capacities and the trailer parameters.
A hierarchical control structure with two layers was developed for vehicle-trailer stabi-
lization with minimum intervention when the vehicle is inside the stability envelope. As
the upper layer, an MPC was developed through a quadratic performance index formula-
tion. As the accuracy of the perdition model drastically affects the performance of MPC
controllers, an affine bicycle model was derived based on the non-linear bicycle model. This
accuracy was especially tangible where the control action was ARS and the controller was
able to use the maximum capacity of the rear tires to keep the vehicle stable. The upper
layer sends the optimal virtual control actions for the lower layer, the control allocation
module, to be distributed optimally. In the simulations, it was observed that this struc-
ture and control strategy were able to keep the vehicle stable using all the control actions,
except ATS, without any modifications in the control structure and re-tuning process. It
was also seen that this control structure was able to tolerate actuator failure and adapt
the distribution to keep the vehicle stable. Using stability envelope enabled the controller
to prevent unnecessary control intervention as it was clearly observable in simulations and
experimental tests. Among the studied control actions, active trailer steering failed to sta-
bilize the vehicle in both snaking and jackknifing. It can be concluded that this actuator is
not suitable for vehicle-trailer systems, although it was particularly effective in commercial
vehicle-trailers. In addition, trailer differential braking was not able to keep the vehicle
inside the stability envelope in jackknifing due to the mass distribution causing limited tire
capacity.
Finally, a hybrid A*-based motion planning was proposed that considers the stability
limits of vehicle-trailer systems and the off-tracking problem. From the simulation results,
it was confirmed that this approach is able to provide safe, feasible, and comfortable
trajectories while avoiding the obstacles. Also, thanks to combining the potential field with
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the hybrid A* algorithm, the ego vehicle had a safe distance from the obstacles during all
the simulated maneuvers and did not cross road bounds in the high curvature maneuver.
Using the stability envelope in the process of motion planning and in the trajectory tracking
controller ensured that the provided trajectory never required higher demands than the
vehicle’s capacity in order to keep it stable as it was following the trajectory. In the crash
mitigation simulations, it was observed that using local terminals was a proper approach
to prioritize the obstacles in situations that collision is not preventable. In those scenarios,
the algorithm was able to find a path toward the lowest crash cost and keep the vehicle
away from the obstacle with the higher priority. It was also observed that longitudinal
load transfer needs to be considered in the situations that harsh braking occurs to have a
better braking distribution on tires.
6.2 Future Work
In the following, some suggestions are provided for the continuation and the improvement
of the current study:
Three-Dimensional Safety Envelope
In the current work, a two-dimensional stability envelope was developed to keep the
vehicle stable. Although stability is the major concern of active safety systems, the vehicle
maneuver needs to be safe as well. In vehicle-trailer systems, where a light-weight trailer is
attached to the vehicle, large oscillations of the trailer caused by a quick maneuver or wind
gust is not a threat for stability since the hitch forces are not significant. However, that
can be considered as a safety concern as the trailer might collide with adjacent vehicles.
Thus, expanding the current two-dimensional stability envelope to a three-dimensional
safety envelope in which hitch angle rate is also limited provides an opportunity for safety
improvement.
Control Action Prioritization
The proposed hierarchical control structure offers a possibility for actuator prioritiza-
tion. As it was shown in the simulations, some control actions are more effective than others
in different instability modes or vehicle states. For example, although trailer differential
braking was not able to bring the vehicle back to the stability envelope in jackknifing, it had
a more efficient performance with a moderate speed drop in snaking compared to vehicle
differential braking. Thus, prioritizing available control actions based on driving conditions
and vehicle states using the proposed structure can lead to more efficient stability control
systems.
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Considering Longitudinal Load transfer for Hard Braking Improvement
Neither in the derived affine bicycle dynamic model nor the tire capacity constraint,
the pitch dynamic and longitudinal load transfer were considered. For the scenarios in
which hard braking does not exist, the longitudinal load transfer is negligible, however in
harsh braking, where longitudinal deceleration is substantial, this effect is important as it
was noticeable in Figure 5.27. Therefore, taking longitudinal load transfer into consider-
ation to find tire normal forces, subsequently the capacity of tires, improves the braking
performance, especially in harsh braking scenarios.
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v −mtlh −mtlh2 0
−mtlh1uxv Izv +mtlh1lh mtlh1lh2 0
−mtlh2uxv Izt +mtlh2lh Izt +mtl2h2 0
0 0 0 1

lh =lh1 + lh2





v a12 −C̄3(d2) −C̄3uxv
(C̄ts1 − C̄3lh1)uxv a22 C̄3lh1d2 C̄3lh1uxv
−C̄3d2uxv a32 C̄3d22 C̄3d2uxv
0 0 −uxv 0

a12 = C̄ts1 − C̄3d3 + (mv +mt)(uxv)2
a22 = C̄tq
2




a32 = C̄3d2d3 − lh2mt(uxv)2






















































CB 0 . . . 0
CAB + CB CB . . . 0
...






















∆V ((k + 1)|k)
...
∆V ((k + hc − 1)|k)
 (A.6)
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v −mtlh −mtlh2 0 0 0 0 0
−mtlh1uxv Izv +mtlh1lh mtlh1lh2 0 0 0 0 0
−mtlh2uxv Izt +mtlh2lh Izt +mtl2h2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1








v a12 −C̄3(d2) −C̄3uxv 0 0 0 0
(C̄ts1 − C̄3lh1)uxv a22 C̄3lh1d2 C̄3lh1uxv 0 0 0 0
−C̄3d2uxv a32 C̄3d22 C̄3d2uxv 0 0 0 0
0 0 −uxv 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −uxv 0 0 0
−(uxv)2 0 0 0 0 0 0 −(uxv)2
0 −uxv 0 0 0 0 0 0

a12 = C̄ts1 − C̄3d3 + (mv +mt)(uxv)2
a22 = C̄tq
2




a32 = C̄3d2d3 − lh2mt(uxv)2























1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 ,F =

1 1 1
l1 −l2 −lh1
0 0 −d2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

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Lp = −

C̄1 C̄2 C̄3
l1C̄1 −l2C̄2 −lh1C̄3
0 0 −C̄3d2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

,Ep =

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
−uTx

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